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PREFACE 
It is the purpose of this thesis to investi­
gate materials which have a place in revealing the 
indispensable value of the junior high school teacher. 
Special attention has been given to personal 
characteristics, general and musical training, teaching 
procedure with types of pupils with whom she makes 
daily contact and outstanding problems with which &le 
may be confronted. 
It is the hope of the author that this work may 
serve as an aid both to the music student and the 
music teacher. It is hoped it will lead to better 
understanding the importance of the junior high school 
music teacher's work and directly assist in the further 
development of the junior high school which stands as 
an important link between tne elementary ~nd senior 
high school. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
******J.HB~* 
Much has been written in the last twenty-five 
years concerning the unprecedented growth in bUildings, 
equipment, and attendance, of the junior high school. 
Incidentally, while so much attention has been 8iven to 
the increase in buildings, equipment, and attendance, 
the achievements of the junior high school teacher have 
been mentioned merely as a side issue. 
A study of the present period of the junior 
high school development shows that the initial experi­
mentation in matters of organization and administration 
is past, but the determining sympathetically and 
scientifically the subject content suited to the interest 
and capacities of the group of the junior high school, 
has just begun. 
It is the teachers who are occupied with the pro­
blems relative to class room method and technique. They 
are aware of,the delicate problems connected with pupil 
control, because of the rapid psychological change in 
T 7ao.7 Gq 70 
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both individuals and groups as they pass from grade 
to grade. Because of this int~ate relationship of 
teacher and pupil, the author feels that a focusing 
of attention on the junior high school music teacher 
and her problems will aid in revealing the indispens­
ability of music as a junior high school subject. 
Ralph W. Pringle believes that the aim, formally 
stated of the junior high school is: 
liTo develop a.nd train to the highest 
capacity the physical, mental, social, 
moral and aesthetic powers ~f the im­
mature, rnaturing, and matured pupils of 
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade. tl I 
The question naturally arises into whose hands 
mus t this task fall? Ralph ;'i'i. Gehrkens a.bly answers 
this inquiry when he states: 
"I see be tter things in the future than 
have yet been achieved -- high school bands 
will play better music and play it better. 
There will be additional orcr-les tra.s, string 
quartets, and a capella. choirs and they will 
play and sing wi th greater and greater artistry. 
M.ore children will begin the study of instru­
ments early; more ohances to create ~usic will 
be ava.ilable; more people will love mus ic. 'A 
thing of beauty and joy forever.' How do I know 
all this? I know it because teachers are becoming 
finer and stronger ea.ch year, and What the teacher 
is, determines what the school is to become. 1I 2 
1. Pr~ngle, Halph VV."The Junior High School" Chap.V-P.74 
2. Op.Cit 
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These authors repeatedly agree that teachers 
of the junior high school must possess superior 
qualities. Pringle realizes that the most urgent re­
quire~ent is a staff of superior teachers. These 
te ae:le.l:'S sulJuld be specially prepared fOl' the servi c.es 
they are to render, and especially they must be interest­
ed in boys and girls from twelve to fifteen years of age. 
Phillip W. Cox, professor of Secondary Education, 
New York University, presents four major equipments which 
teachers of junior high school snould ~ossess: 
nFlRST, an appreciation of the social organiza­
tions of the cOID"1lunity" tl:leir increased complexity, 
thelr inertias and traditions, the rapidicy -;;n'Ch 
which in reality they are changing, and the vary­
ing force of tneir sanctions. 
"SECOND, an interest in the nature of pupils 
at dawn of adolescence, the psychological equip­
ment with whiCh t.:..J.e·,y mu:st taKe) the:ir intellectual, 
emotional, physical, and social adjustments. 
"'THIRD, a frank recognition that the pupils t 
out of school lives are frequently more sicnifi­
cant controls of behavior and attitudes. 
"FOURTH, a readiness on the part of each teacher 
to accept ~esponsibility for sponsoring the efforts 
of his pupils, .for only by these :neans cnn a pa.rt­
nership and personal loyalty between Dupil and 
teacher develop." 
James L. Mursell, professor of Enucation, Law~ence 
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outside use of music. The teacher should 
not use class period time for a deadening 
development of skills unless she also can 
develop enthusiasm. 
B. Another problem, which involves not 
only a musical background but a psychologi­
cal insight into adolescent life, is the 
"Changing Boy Voice," of the adolescent 
pupil. 
C. Guidance by the music teacher pre­
sents a pr~blem which must not be overlooked, 
especially in the musical field. 
~. Schedule making also has to be skill­
fully handled by a well managed junior high 
_schoo_l music department. 
!. A problem of minor significance, yet 
one not to be ignored, is th~t of material 
equipment for the music teacher. 
Advocates of the junior high school do not cla1m 
to fix in the child settled habits of intelleot, character, 
skill or temperament. They do claim that the junior high 
school teachers should in the seventh, eighth and ninth 
grades guide the pupils in an exploration of the 
field of human thought~ action and endeavor, there­
by equipping them with knowledge of their interest 
and capabilities. Hence~ if the problems enumerated 
above are studied by experts~ including administrators 
and other officials J solutions may be found which will 
aid in deter~ning the approach to music best suited 
to the interest and capacities of the pupil of the 
junior high school. 
Chapter II
 
TEE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER
 
The junior high school music teacher is one 
who has the most direct responsibility in the de­
velopment of the music of the junior high school 
music department, not the junior high school prin­
cipal nor the district music supervisor. The 
junior high school music teacher is expected to be 
an expert in dealing with those phases of music 
instruction peculiar to a junior high school. The 
work of the musio teacher differs in at least one 
respect from that of any other teacher. His class 
work is done in concert more than individually. Be­
cause of his daily contaot with hundreds of pupils, 
administrators, teachers and patrons, it is necessary 
that he be one who has exceptional mental and physioal 
power, for he must handle classes aggregating in some 
instances ten and fifteen hundred pupils per week, 
remain on his feet throughout seven class periods, 
and engage in a form of instruction which makes 
severe drains upon his supply of nervous energy. 
In this chapter, the writer wishes to show the 
characteristics which are necessary to carryon 
suocessfully the type of work found in the junior 
high school music department, also to determine 
if possible, through research, what training is 
necessary to meet satisfactorily the requirements 
of the speci~l types of work in the junior high 
school. 
Finally, he wishes to assist in deciding 
what type of procedure can helpfully aid the junior 
high school teacher in her ultimate results with 
the particular types of pupils under her direction. 
A
 
Traits Q! The Junior High School Music Teacher 
Joseph Emory Avent, professor of Educational 
Psychology, University of Tennessee, sent an an­
nouncement to all the superintendents of schools of 
the nation and published in the educational journals 
of this country, an announcement of prizes to be 
awarded for the larg~st and best list of "Excellen­
cies and Errors in Teaching." The contest was open 
to the teachers of the United states. 1,002 lists 
were received in response to this announcement. The 
number of items listed in individual papers varied 
from 78 to 87,770. The total number of items was 
1,486,250. The items were listed according to the 
following outline: 
a. Errors in teaching 
b. Excellencies in teaching 
c. Errors in management 
d. Excellencies in management 
Later the Professor Avent gave a reclassifi-· 
cation	 as follows: 
I Teaching 
1. Teachers 
2. Methods 
3. Course of Study 
4. Aims
 
II Management
 
1. Pupils 
2 • Management 
3. Discipline
4. Moral training 1 
As a reference book on teachers' traits, 
authorities value this text as one of the outstand­
iug contributions in its field. 
1. Avent, Joseph E."The Excellent Teaoher" Chap.IX-P.83 
Authorities recognize teaoher personality 
as of iDDnense impor tance • A study has been made 
by W.C. Bagley, in which the teacher's personality 
has been analyzed and found to contain the following 
elements: 
Address Fairness 
Personal appearance Sincerity 
Optimism Sympathy 
Reserve of Dignity Vitality 
Enthusiasm Scholarship 1 
In addition musical authorities such as 
Mursell, Gehrkens, Beattie, McConathy, and Glenn 
Morgan stress the necessity of leadership, expert­
ness, and fellowship. 
The music education of the teacher demands 
the best of these characteristics. Particularly 
are they desirable in the junior high school where 
maturing, mature, and matured adolescence are found. 
"In the junior high school is found the 
most pliable and at the same time the most 
difficult age of youth. The early adoles­
cent is often wiggly, giggly, and hard to 
understand, but also inquisitive, full of 
energy, and eager to learn. The need for 
the best teachers in this situation is ob­
vious,. The-1deal situation requires a 
1. Bagley, W~C. "School Discipline" - P. 30-33 
10 
mutual participation between teacher and 
pupil. Therefore, the teacher of the 
junior high sehool must have dignity, a 
genuine worth of personality, but it must 
be maintained wi thou t eoldness, stttfness 
or offensiveness. The teacher of ~sic 
must not have the viewpoint of a dictator, 
far above the t~sks he imp-oses upon the 
pupils, but he should share in the 1r under­
takings with real enthusiasm." 1 
In the listening lesson, he should reflect 
joy and enthusiasm more than an external dictator. 
In the better type class the teacher has so many 
plans, so many activities to suggest that the period 
is never l<?Dg enough. Here are unison songs and 
lovely part songs, wi th constant emphasis upon beauty 
of tone and artistic interpretation. The teacher is 
alert and enthusiastic; he points out this item of 
interest and that. 
"An inspired and thoroughly prepared teacher 
of junior high school music," Gehrkens asserts, must 
have three things: "(1) broad and pr.actieal musician­
ship, (2) a strong attractive personality, (3) some 
2 
knowledge of adolescent psychology." 
1. Proctor .& Ricciardi,ltThe JWlior High School"Chap IV 
P.68 
2. Gehrkens,Karl, "Musio in the Junior High School"-P.ll 
The teacher must return daily to the pupils 
charged with inspiration and prepared to enlist 
them in problems of i111.ml table wo~th. '!'he junio!" 
high school teacher must possess a high grade or 
"musicality. It It is this quality of "musicality" 
which will be an energizing element in junior high 
school life. In this transition period intermediate 
between the elementary school and the senior high 
school, music finds a place where teachers must 
appreciate the several abilities of their pupils. 
Since instruction in the junior high school calls 
for the focus of attention on the needs of many 
pupils who are passing through the adolescent 
period it naturally can be seen that no teacher in 
junior high school music should be selected merely 
for his interest in music. In selecting junio~ high 
school music teachers full consideration or personality, 
as well as academio and professional training, and a 
broad sympathetic understanding of varied interest in 
young people should be obligatory. 
Nothing eo powerfully recommends a teaoher to 
his pupils as their own recognition or his ability to 
12 
help them obtain results. "The junior high school 
teacher is characterized by spirit and earnestness. 
He does not allow mental laziness to sap enthusiasm# 
yet his enthusiasm is never over done or unintelli­
gent."l Kursell believes expertness is not born 
from a knowledge of methods but from a deep 1n­
tuititiveness into the heart of music. It is born 
from contacts and musical experience. This expert­
ness allows the teacher to master fresh problems 
as they arise. Teachers are specialists in music 
must have a limitless musical knowledge and insight, 
a profound expertness. They should be musical 
personalities. Hence, the teacher must be expert 
enough musically to be able to reveal musical pos­
sibilities. The teacher must have equipment in the 
way of musical mindedness and musical feeling. No 
skill with methods, no understanding of children, 
nothing, can substitute for it. For instance, one 
expression of expertness on the part of the teacher 
consists in being able to get good vocal tone from 
1. Mursell, James -"Human Values in Music" Chap. 1 
P. 273 
13 
a group. Some leaders can do this and others con­
spicuously fail. Again, to be able to lead a group, 
or an individual to sing or play with proper nuance 
and expression is possible only to the musicianly 
personality. The genuine musical expertness of the 
teacher reveals itself most convinoingly in the re­
f'inement and the musical quality of the work of his 
pupils. 
Avent's survey shows that the excellent teaoher 
evinces the power of' leadership. He has executive 
ability, but never lacks in courtesy. His leader­
ship is characterized by justice, wisdom and con­
structiveness. He is not anxious for mere con­
spiciousness. The teacher sets pace for better things, 
better aspirations, better ideals. He is a leader, 
not a driver, or a taskmaster. His leadership is 
sane, wise, cooperative, true. He leads his pupils 
to wish to excel and away from wrong doing. Some­
times he leads through others, etracing himsell. 
. 1 
He does not appear to dominate. He inobtrusively. 
The music teacher's group leadership should 
1. Ope Cit. -- Chap. XI - P. 237 
14 
express itself in the class, in choruses, in band 
and in orchestra groups. The class presents a 
social opportunity. Its group patterns of behavior 
ere educative. 
The teaoher should have sufficient ability 
in his field of instruction to assemble and organize 
the materials of his program. He will find it help­
ful to possess skill superior to that possessed by 
his pupils. He should have his avocational interests, 
he will not only win a~ation but it will give him 
and his pupils a starting point for sharing interests. 
The teacher of superior intelligence can make it his 
business to study the mental operations and the 
learning process of pupils of average ability. "Junior 
high school pupils range from 70 I.~. to 150, and it 
requires more than average intelligence on the part 
of the junior high school teacher to handle such a 
1 
variety of pupils. 1t 
"We must therefore seleot tEiachers who by example 
1. Owen, Ralph D. "Prinoiples of Adolescent Education" 
Chap. XXII - P. 409 
15 
and conduct inspire young people of junior high 
school age to do better those worth while things, 
which they would do anyway," declares Dr. Proctor 
I 
of Stanford University. 
Mursell believes that the teacherts leader­
ship is necessary not only in the class but also 
in the school. This is especially true of the 
music teacher. Music, of all subjects taught in 
the junior high school, has the widest and most 
varied scope of contacts. A music teacher must 
be broad-~nded and very cooperative. Thus the 
music department should be the very center of the 
2 
social life of the school. 
To obtain cooperation, teachers must lend 
cooperation. Occasions will arise when the physi­
cal education teacher needs special help for field 
day, such as special accompaniments for dances, 
the music teacher should graciously assist. If 
1.	 Proctor & Ricciardi - "The Junior High School. Its 
organization and Administration" Chap.IV -P.68 
2.	 Mursell, James ."Human Values in Music Education" 
Chap. X - P.286 
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the English teacher needs records for illustration 
of poems he should willingly find them. If the 
History teacher needs special material, the musio 
teacher must search for it. When the students' 
many activities cause them to solicit the teacher's 
aid he must acquiese. It will not harm his prestig'e, 
on the other hand it will place the music on a broader 
basis and establish the teacher strongly in the esteem 
of the school. When there is an entertainment he will 
willingly 1ead the singing in the school rally and let 
the orchestra play-the incidental music between acts. 
Then when the time arrives for soliciting their various 
services, students as well as teachers will gladly 
respond. In time the music department will function 
as one of the outstanding departments in the junior 
high school. 
Finally as Mursell believ~s, the music teacher's 
leadership should express itseil in the comrrrunity. A 
forceful conviction of directed leade~ahip is for the 
band, orchestra or glee club to perform for the community. 
The public sometimes objects to the mounting expendi­
tures on education. If, however, a well organized 
17 
music department is used as a medium in converting 
Q questioning public to its worth in educating its 
children.to a high level of public performance, 
then the music teacher or teachers have accomp~ished 
a gigantic task. An outstanding service is helpful 
advice furnished by the music teacher to parents in 
furthering ~~e musical training of their children. 
This interest and desire to understand is the surest 
guarantee of ability to mingle effectively with 
1 
teachers and patrons. 
B 
Preparation Q! The Junior ~ School 
Mus icTeacher 
The superintendent, the principal, the music 
supervisor, have important functions in the work of 
the school, however, in actual instruction the music 
teacher must carry the responsibility and its ultimate 
success or failure will be accountable to him alone. 
Beattie, McConathy, and Morgan admit the music teacher 
1. Mursell, James L. "Human Values in Music" Chap X 
P. 286 
18 
is expected to be an expert in her administration 
of subjects connected with the junior high sohool 
1 
music department. Not only must he deal with 
existing conditions but he should give suggestions 
for improving the music to the principal and music 
supervisor, respectivel'y. Therefore in the selec­
tion of music teachers grave consideration should 
be given to individuals who not only by. example 
and conduct, inspire pupils but they should be 
college graduates. They should have training in 
courses dealing especially with the junior high 
school problems. 
I 
General Attainments 
It is a historical fact that at first the 
great majority of junior high school teachers were 
taken from the seventh and eighth grades of the 
grAmmar school. Later, special opportunities were 
offered teachers to prepare for junior high school 
1. Beattie, MoConathy, and Morgan."Music in the 
Junior High School" Chap. XVI - P. 216 
19 
work in extension lecture series, s~er sessiona, 
normal schools, and regular college courses. In 
the best schools today, equal training, and certi­
fication are required of junior and senior high 
1 
school teachers. 
The teacher meets new problems in every new 
situation and the solving of these problems add 
to her education. Teachers are bound to meet new 
and unsolved problems in every new situation. The 
small rural or the larger city schools present new 
challenges. It usually takes a couple of years ex­
perience before the best teachers become established 
in the profession. Teaching is a progressive occupa­
tion. Members must advance with it or become com­
2 
paratively inefficient. 
In order that a clearer conception of require­
ments for all junior high school teachers may be had, 
the following is a list of qualifications given by 
Seyfret forml junior high school teachers regardless 
1.	 Proctor & Rieciardi- - "The Junior High School" 1930 
- Chap. IV - P. 69 
2.	 Seyfret,Warren-"School Size and School Efficiency" 
Chap. II - P.3l 
20 
of subject taught: 
"The teachers of academic subjects should 
know the subject content ot courses offered 
in their field. They ought to be fairly 
familiar with subject content in related fields. 
In order to be adequately prepared, junior high 
school teachers should have college majors or 
minors in the subject taught by them. The 
teachers of academic subjects should have a 
bachelor's degree at least. Studies in educa­
tion shou~d include the following courses. 
1.	 Principles of junior high school educa­
tion 
2.	 Educational psychology 
3.	 The junior high school curriculum 
4.	 School counseling 
5.	 Growth and development of children 
6.	 Educational tests and measurements 
7.	 Administration of secondary schools." l 
Warren Seytret, of Harvard in the survey he 
compiled far The National Survey of Secondary Educa­
tion - 1937 states, concerning the distinctions exist­
ing	 at present of teachers in the junior high school: 
"Though much has been done as a result of 
the._Junior high school movement to break down 
the distinctions traditionallr existing be­
tween elementary schools and high schools, some 
evidence of the persistence of this distinction 
is still to be found in the junior high school. 
An example of this is the usual requirement ~hat 
teachers associated primarily with the ninth 
grade be college graduates while the baccalureate 
1. Seyfret, Warren - "School Size & School Efficienc~ 
Chap. II - P. 31 
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degree is not customarily expected or in­
structors in grades in the junior high school. 
In other particulars however, characteristics 
or junior high school teachers, do not dirrer 
mater1ally from grade to grade.~ 1 
The teachers or special subjects in the junior 
high scnool Must regard their problems or subject 
matter in thi. manner: 
ItSince the junior high school years cover 
the transition period between the elementary 
school and the senior high school, where 
highly specialized courses find a larger place, 
teachers of academic subjects in the junior. 
high school must appreciate the several abilities 
,and interests or their pupils and at the same 
time know the subject content orrered in their 
specialized fields in the senior high school 
and junior college. Subject-matter teachers 
of the junior high school must therefore have 
the equivalent of a major in the principal 
subject taught and a total of academic prepara­
tion not less broad in scope than that repre­
sented by a bachelor's degree, including the 
rollowing professional course in educations 
1.	 Educational psychology - inclUding a 
study of the problems of adolescence 
2.	 Educational tests and measurements 
3.	 Educational sociology 
4.	 Essentials of citizenship in a democracy 
5.	 Principles of junior high school educa­
tion 
6.	 Technique of teaching
7.	 A teacher's course in the principle subject 
8.	 Practice teaching of at least one semester.2: 
1.	 Op. Cit 
2.	 Trouton-Struthers,"Junior High School Procedure" 
Chap. 11- P. 23 
22 
A pertinant factor brought out by the National 
Survey of Secondary Education found this difference 
between teachers of Seventh, Eighth and Ninth grades: 
"Customarily, teachers associated primarily 
with the ninth grade be college graduates while 
the bacealureate degree is not customarily ex­
pected of instructors in grades seven and eight. 
In other particulars however, characteristics 
of junior high school teachers do not diffe~ 
materially from grade to grade or among schools 
of different size. Customarily the teacher must 
have had at least fifteen semester hours of 
professional training, but this may be on an 
under-graduate level since an insignificant 
number of junior high school te~chers have 
had graduate training, either professional o~ 
academic. Previous teaching experience is not 
typically demanded of candidates for appointment 
in junior high schools, though it Should be 
borne in the mind that this is a summary basic 
regulation, not of the preferences of those re­
sponsible for the selection of teachers." 1 
There appears a wide range of differences among 
the best authorities of standards of college training 
f6~ junior high school teachers. The ~ajor emphasis 
seems to be upon training in junior high school procedure 
rather than on the amount of preparation. 
"There seems to be a division of opinion 
among the best authorities as to whether three 
or four years of college training is a satis­
1. Seyfret,Warren C. "School Size and Effic iency"Chap !I 
P.32 
23 
factory standard for junior high school 
teachers. At rate, in the process of 
training junior high school teachers the 
major emphasis seems to be upon training 
in junior high school procedure rather 
than upon the amount of preparation. In 
other words teacher training authoritives 
maintain that junior high school teachers 
should be trained in problems that are 
peculiar to junior high school pupils. 
Still there are scarcely any data avail­
able indicating the extent to which· junior 
high 'school teachers are trained along 
this line." 1 
California, Indiana, South Dakota, Kansas, Ore­
gon, Virginia, New Hampshire, Texas, Utah, West 
Virginia ,and Wyoming mention a special certificate 
which is valid for junior high school teachers, in-
eluding ninth grade, but not for the entire senior 
high school work. Practically all the other states 
give no certificate valid for junior high school 
work including grade nine, except the one valid for 
2 
all secondary school work, from grade twelve down. 
The table on page 26 prepared by Warren C. 
Seyfret, will present a birdts eye view of the per­
1. Cooke, Dennie H. "Problems of Teaching Personnel." 
2. Hall Be Quest, 
Chap. IV -P.46 
uThe Training of Junior High School 
.Teachers." P.· 257-270 . 
24 
centages of junior high schools of various types; 
making use of certain requirements when selecting 
1 
the teaching staff. 
... 
1. Seyfret, Warren C. "School Size and School Ef­
ficiency." Chap - III - P. :3 - Table 3 
25 
26 
PERCENTAGES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS TYPES MAKING USE 
OF CERTAIN REqUIREMENTS WHEN SELECTING THE 
-it******"'HfoiHloitJ.tH-* 
TEACHING STAFF 
Type of Junior 
High School 
Practice General 
Level of 
Practiee* 
3-yr' 
Jr 
3-3 
J-S 
6-yr
Und. 
2-yr 
J-S 
2-4 
J-S 
(1) College graduation 
is required of teachers 
in 
(a) Grade seven I 
(b) Grade eight I 
(c) Grade nine T 
(2) Fifteen semester hours 
or more of professional 
training are required in 
(a) Grade seven T 
(b) Grade eight T 
(c) Grade nine T 
(3) Graduate professional 
study required in 
(a) Grade seven Z 
(b) Grade eight Z 
(c) Grade nine Z 
(4) No previous teaching 
experience or less than 
one year is required in 
(a) Grade Seven T 
(b) Grade Eight T 
(c) Grade Nine T 
(5)No distinction is made be­
tween candidates on the 
basis of residence in 
(a) Grade seven T 
(b) Grade eight T 
(c) Grade nine 'T 
(6)froportion of faculty 
without college degree 
42 
43 
61 
53­
53­
55 
6 
6 
6 
48­
45­
44­
65 
65 
65 
35 
40 
40 
63 
54­
54­
54­
7 
7 
7 
69 
69 
70 
73 
73 
71 
21 
36 
37 
80 
65 
65 
76 
4 
4 
2 
66 
70 
70 
67 
67 
74 
15 
. 
26 
26­
52 
53 
9 
9 
55 
54 
66 
66 
60 
17­
17­
76 
45­
48­
61 
3 
3 
6 
71 
68 
59 
54­
56 
53 
25 
* One group of schools of this type falls below the general level 
of practice for all size-type groups which is indicated under 
General Level of Practice. 
TABLE 20 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF INEXPERIENCED TEACHERS EMP~OYED ANNUALLY 
BY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS SIZES AND TYPES. 
,TYPE OF SCHOOL Average Enrollment per Grade
, 
1-30' 31-60 ' 61-100 ' 101-200 ' 201-333 ' 333­
, , . ,t '" , I 
, , , ,3-yea.r Junior 
, 
6.4 6.9 5.5 , '5.1f f f , i ,, , ,3-3 Junior-senior 7.1 8.3 6.2 f 6.0 f 
, ,r I I 
, , , ,6-year undivided f 8.9 7.9 7.3, , , f I i 
, , .,t f2..zear junior 6.7 6.2 
, 
S.q.
I t t t t· 
, , ,f2-4 Junior-Senior ' 9.2 9.5 6.7 
It may be a mistake to conclude that the small 
school, simply because it does employ a large number 
of inexperienced teachers, has an inferior staff. Not 
all experienced teachers are superior to all those wi th­
out experience. In recent years teachers with experience 
have become more available to schools of all sizes; but 
it it undoubtedly true tha~ the factors Which previcusly 
made it necessary for the small school to select addi­
" tions to its s tai'f to a considerable extent from the 
ranks of beginning teachers now act to force the small 
school to take experienced teachers from among the less 
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promising group. This is a broad statement and sub­
ject to exception; but the generalization to which it 
leads demands acceptance, i.e., that, although 
economic conditions have modiried sanewhAt the small 
school's chances of getting experienoed teachers, it 
is less likely to be able to secure and retain as 
great a proportion or able experienced teachers as 
the large school. 
Seyfert, Warren C."School Size and School Efficiency" 
Chap. V P. 98 
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II 
Musical Attainments 
Before the present century, sohool-music 
specialists received their training at first trom 
the Boston Academy of Music or tram the singing 
school conventions which were instituted through 
the influence of the Academy. When these in­
stitutions came to an end, summer schools were 
organized to make their students tamiliar w1 th the 
methods of teachi~g a particular series of music 
books. These summer schools gave excellent train­
ing in the three weeks which was their usual dura­
tion, but the time was too short to do more than 
give intensive training 1n the presentation of 
material and chorus singing. This preparation 
sufficed so long as the qualifications ot the 
music supervisors were decided by the individual 
superintendent and school committee, and music 
activities were contin~d to singing and note 
1 
reading. 
1. Birge, Edward B. "History of Publio School Music' 
In U.S.A." Chap.VII.P.213 
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During the last twenty-five years, however, 
the drift of superVisory training has been moving 
steadily in the direction of normal schools and 
universities. At the turn of the century, nearly 
all the state normal schools were giving musical 
training to grade teachers, and with the gradual 
change of status of these schools to that of college 
rank the training of supervisors began to be added. 
Early in the centuI'y, colleges and universities be­
gan to establish departments of public scbool music 
connected w!th their schools of education. The work 
offered at their summer sessions enabled teachers 
in service to apply the credits earned by six weeks 
of study toward a college degree or license certi­
ficate, and as the requirements for the certifica­
tion became increasingly measured in terms of these 
credits, stuQents in great numbers flocked to the 
university Su.m::ler schools. 
In 1923 the Committee on Public School Music 
of the Music Teachers' National Association made an 
inquiry as to the preparation required in the various 
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states for those who teach and supervise music. 
The following summary is taken from their report 
which is contained in the Music Teachers' National 
Book Proceedings for 1923. 
a. "Preparation in music for super­
vising in both the Elementary and High 
school." 
b." "One years work of college grade 
beyond four years of high school are 
required in Delaware, Maryland, West 
Virginia, Georgia,Pennsylvania, Kentucky, 
Ohio, Missouri, South Dakota, North 
Dakota, Idaho, and Washington." 
c. "Three years mini:mum beyond the 
high school in Maryland, Alabama and 
California. " 
d. "Graduation from a standard in­
stitution is required in North Carolina 
and Florida." 
e. "Eleven college courses are re­
quired in Oklahoma, ten in Texas, and 
six session hours in Virginia." 
f. "Maine and Vermont require gradua­
tiQn from high school, plus the completion 
of a normal course in public music in an 
approved SChool." 
g. "Special certificates in music by 
examination are granted by Connecticut, 
New Jersey, Florida, Mississippi, Illinois, 
Colorado, Utah, Montana, Nevada and Oregon."l 
1. Ibid. P. 214 
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In order to achieve success as a teacher o~ 
junior high school music, one must have three things: 
1. Broad and practlcal musicianship 
2. A strong and attractive personality 1 
3. Some knowledge o~ adolescent phychology 
The junior high school music teacher ought to 
have a thorough knowledge o~ vocal music, although it 
is not necessary that he be a solo singer. He should 
be able to go to the piano end play an ordinary ac­
companiment with facility and taste; he will naturally 
have cmsiderable knowledge of harmony, counterpoint, 
~orm, history o~ music, style of composition and other 
similar matters. He must know also, the +iterature 
o~ music well enough, and have su~ficient taste in 
matters ot selection and interpretation, so that 
he will not make the gross error ot choosing low­
grade musical materials, and will not go too ~ar 
astray in the intrepretation o~ well-known composi­
tions. 
Music, along with other subjects, is conducted 
in the junior high school by teachers Who are adapted 
to and prepared for their work; who have in other words 
1. IbId. P.2l4 
CUf'\l~,,"-"" 
either already made a distinct success in the muB~C 
department or the grade schools or have been graduates 
of institutions with established courses for the train~ 
ing or departmental teachers of music in junior high 
school. 
~. Peter W. Dykema, of Columbia University 
groups the four essential teaching qualities requisite 
ror a successrul teacher. He says: 
"First, teaching is more effective with a 
person who has pleasant per.sonal qualities; 
secend, who has ability to get on with other 
people; third, who knows how to make things 
move along, who has administrative qualities; 
fourth, who actually has teaching ability, 
and, rinally, a person will be successful 
who is able to rocus all these attributes on 
desirable educational objectives." 
He rurther emphasizes the fact that matters of 
personality, upbringing of culture, do not count in 
teaching, unless they runction to improve administra­
tion and teaching. He makes clear this point: 
"!here are probably many capable cultured 
perrorming musicians, men or women, on the 
concert stage today who could not teach a 
song to little children, who would not know 
how day arter day to lead a group or boys 
in the junior high school to wark earnestly 
and joyfully at music; who could not get 
lovely singing rrom a high school chorus or 
~q·la 
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effective work from a high school band or 
orchestra. The possession of these im­
mediate qualities of culture, of personal 
backgroond, is no guarantee of the ability 
to impart to others and e specially of 
teachinf students to develop them in them­
selves. 1 
The teacher should not only, at the time of 
any given lesson, increase the power of the pupil, 
but should so stimulate him with the desire for 
greater power that the process of increasing should 
continue after the lesson. 
1. The skillful teacher attempts to build 
favorable attitudes in his class. Authorities are 
agreed that the first great motivating force is the 
attitude of the ,teacher. He must have a willingness 
to look for and" appreciate good work. Yet he muat 
not sacrifice standards. Musical instruction ex­
presses itself naturally in groop instruction. The 
presence of the group can stimulate musioal creation. 
In group i~struotion, the desire to excel may be 
aroused without producing unfortunate rivalry. More­
1.	 Dykema, Dr. Peter W. "The Need of Musical Background 
In Teachers Training." Music Supervisors National 
Conference. - -1930 
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over, the willingness to cooperate may be used to 
motivate the group. The last, and by far one of the 
most valuable types of motivation in music teaching, 
is founded on the direct intrinsic interest and ap­
1 
peal of tbe music itself. 
2. Another great element in the work of the 
teacher in the guiding of learning is the setting of 
effeetive and funotioning standards. The teacher 
sets standards by personal example and demonstration ~ 
not imitation. His duty in guiding learning is to 
show what it means to put through a musical project 
with finish and beauty. Other means of, setting 
standards are criticism and verbal analysis. The 
criticism should be crystallized on the particular 
point in a particular expression the pupils have 
made, and lastly standards may be set by creating 
public occasions in which pupils appear. These 
situations ahould be definitely provided as a part 
of the music program. They should not be used as 
chances for display but for making of beautiful 
~. MurselI,James L."Human Values in Music Education" ' 
Chap.XII':"-P. 323 
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1 
musrc and the giving of pleasure. 
3. The third great fUncbion is the teacher­
pupil contact. "There is no substitute for living 
personal insight on the part of the teacher. 1t This 
is where his musicality is profoundly needed. He 
must be able to recognize the scurces of failure in 
such fields as rhythm, tone production, note error, 
2 
end so forth. 
4. In conclusion, to obtain the greatest 
results in teaching music to junior high school 
pupils the teacher's efforts should be directed to 
professional competence and ability to serve. He 
must employ exacting measures of musical disciplim 
with himself, such as daily practice, regular reading 
in the history, theory and psychology of music, and 
untiring interest in progressive musical activities, 
and organizations, as well as a willingness to con­
tBibute to the musical well being of the community 
at large. The junior high school music teacher must 
1. Ibid. P. 324 
2. Ibid. P. 325 
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recognize the nature of the pupils, including their 
individual traits, interest, capacities and needs, 
and the discovery of the tendencies and habits of 
the more important pupil groups as such. This is a 
function that can be realized to its fullest only by 
a sympathetic study of the pupils and groups on the 
part or individual teachers supplemented by faculty 
1 
cooperation. 
Much ineffective teaching is due to inade­
quate preparation. As previously stated, in the 
earlier years most of the music teachers at first 
employed in the junior high schools were formerly 
grade teachers. Often lacking thorough background 
of musical training, they were unable to cope with 
their problems found in daily class room work in the 
junior high school where a high degree of musician­
ship is required. Besides, the instructor must 
have a knowledge of the adolescent voice and how to 
deal with it. It is also essential, to be a fair 
1. Ibid. P. 326 
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pianist and director. Another reason ~or lack o~ 
success if lack o~ a psychological approach. Every 
teacher of music should be acquainted with the view­
points of standard authorities concerning adolescence 
and should likewise apply this knowledge in the class 
room. An axiom beautifully expressed is, "Nature at 
the time of adolescence plays upon the soul with its 
rich orchestra of influence." These in~luences are 
the results of glandular growth and development, hence 
fundamental. They may be the nsaD:S o~ stimulating 
and giving tone to every organ and tissue of the 
whole physical being. What subj ect in the entire 
curriculum can so well answer these influences as 
music? Every junior high school music teacher should 
bow low before the exalted task he is privileged to 
perform, namely the guidance of each boy and girl, 
for they are but clay in the hands of a skillful 
1 
instructor. 
1. Ibid~ P. 325 
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CHAPTER III 
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC PUPIL DEVELOPlmNT 
VERSUS 
TEACHER DIRECTING 
*~ 
An Adolescent To His Teacher 
I've brought you the molten treasure 
Of my mind to cast and mold into some currency
Of greater worth. 
I've bound the wandering ways of youth
Down to the hard conformity of books. 
I set my eyes upon the words of Greece and Rome 
To cipher out the oadences of song that gave 
A flowering lyric heritage. 
I learned the myths of Nordic gods and strove to find 
A door to high Valhalla, 
Euclid's magic mixed, with the poetry that cries 
A want of one dark lady's love. 
But you have promised thus:­
One day this metal 
That you pour all base and crude into the crucible 
Will be a loveliness and satisfaction within your weary 
Hands, Well, mark you this: I've trusted you,
My youth and faith are yours
I keep the pact 
See to it that you've told the truth. l 
1. Owen, Ralph D. "Principles of Adolescent Psychologylt 
Chap. IV. P. 401 
Sherman Conrad Scott High School - Toledo, Ohio 
No junior high school music teacher can 
achieve the aeme of results unless he has a clear 
phyehological insight into the varied types of 
pupils he is trying to instruct. The music de­
partment of a junior high school differentiates its 
instruction more widely than many of the more tradi­
tional subjects. Perhaps in no other school sUbject 
are variations in abil.1ty and interest more easily 
apparent and provision for these difference more 
readily made. With the varied courses - singing, 
appreciating music, and instrumental music, ranging 
from those of general interest, it provides technical 
instruction for the musically gifted. The music 
teacher should be prepared to adjust the work in 
accordance with the needs of classes and of individual 
pupils. N'othing will aid the music teacher more than 
a thorough under8tanding of the psychological insight 
into the immature, maturing, and matured pupils whom 
she must handle. 
There are at least three ways of solving educa­
tional problems: 
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1. "Many efficient teachers and ad­
ministrators determine how and what to do 
in educational situations largely by imita­
tions. It is natural, too, to follow the 
line of least resistance and use memory 
rather than thought. This mode of determin~ 
ing educational procedure may be called the 
imitative method; or if we wish to dignify 
it, we may say it is the historical method. 
2. "The sociological method of solving 
educational problems may be called scien­
tific. It focuses attention upon the economic 
and. social outlook of the pupils. As most 
frequently applied, it looks for guidance to 
the community from which the pupils come and 
to which they are supposed to return. 
In brief, a narrow, application of this 
method of solution is discredited by bard 
facts as to the present day permanence of 
the community. Furthermore, the the ory has 
been grieviously abused by the masters of 
industry in their efforts to exploit the 
public schools. 
3. liThe psychological method of determin­
ing educational procedure focuses on the 
nature and need of the ones to the educated. 
It concentrates upon the pupils witp a view 
of ascertaining scientifically and sympatheti­
cally the educational material and manner of 
presenting this material that will appeal most 
powerfully to the pupils nature. The psy­
chological method takes into account the 
physical, mental, emotional and social de­
velopments of the pupils, hence it demands 
continual adjustment to all the stages of 
growth. This way of determining educational 
procedure insists that we know our pupils 
and deal with them, not according to the 
ill-defined demands of society, but as they 
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are. This mode of solving problems im­
plies a sympathetic understanding of the 
periods of development which our pupils 
have reached and a deep insight, into 
individual naturas and capacities. tt1 
If the psychological method oT determining 
subject content, methods of presentation, principles 
of pupil control and administration in the junidr 
high school is accepted, it is fundamental to every 
phase of work and to every advance in theory and 
practice, that all concerned shall recognize the 
stages of pupil development, that come within the 
range of the school. 
tt So far the tr aining of te acher s in the 
art of analysis and adjustment of talent 
is the first great need of the realization 
of the goal for musical guidance on a large 
scale. The burden falls first upon the 
teacher in the class room and it becomes 
evident when we realize that the commonest 
evidence of talent is and always will be, 
the character of performance in the early 
stages. It 2 
Since talent selection is only one phase of the 
junior high school music teacher's work; since her work 
1. Pringle,Ralph-ltThe Junior High Schoo1n-Chap II -P.32 
2. Seashore,Carl E. "Psychological Music"-Chap 24 -P.326 
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compels intimate contacts with such a variety of 
types; nothing will more greatly aid in the lessen­
ing of the teacher's responsibility than a thorough 
knowledge of the adolescent types. Hence, this 
chapter will be devoted to a brief analysis of 
types of adolescent boys and girls and ways of pre­
senting general music instruction to them in order 
to obtain the most effective results with the greatest 
economy of time. 
Early writers on the subjects, thought of the 
preadolescent period as extending from ages eight or 
nine to twelve, little effort was made so far as 
concerns age limits to distinguish between boys and 
girls. 
The term puberty comes from the Latin work 
pubertas, hairiness, and refers to the external 
change that accompany the maturing of the reproductive 
organs. The time of the pubertal change varies in in­
dividuals depending upon both heredity and enV~Dnnent. 
Yet students of adolescence assert that girls normally 
enter puberty from a year to a year end a half earlier 
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than bo'ys • 
. Thus, in dealing with pupils of this age one 
encounters an animal that is nearly perfect in its 
adaptations. Since mental and emotional life pro .. 
ceed on a physical basis, these physical traits are 
of interest in the junior high schools. 
In considering the mental characteristics of' 
prepubescents, one must be mindful of two factcrs. 
Pringle comments that there are inborn tendencies and 
powers and skills obtained from experience. The com­
bination of these factors results in innergrowth. One 
must as in other stages of development recognize the 
principle of individual differences. Laboratory tests 
show a general tendency of abilities to increase with 
age during these years. Both tests and observation, 
show that the power of perception is teen, and unless 
too much reading or other prolonged sedentary habits 
interfere, Children at this age get much pleasure from 
using this power. Memory, naturally is quick, sure and 
lasting. In general, interests are mechanical rather 
than personal. It is the time of short lived fads, 
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which often take the form of some such activity as 
the collecting of worthless objects. With the ex­
ceptiob of stories and a knowledge of out door 
1 
nature, the elements of knowledge are contentless. 
"Three assertions can be safely made: (1) 
if possible be aware in the case of each 
individual pupil of this change that is 
taking plaoe; (2) treat the pupil according 
to the degree of development indicated by 
his behavior; and (3) when in doubt, treat 
the pupil as an early adolescent. fo deal 
with boys and girls during this maturing 
period according to their physical, mental 
and social progress certainly demands the 
utmost alertness and insight on the part of 
the teacher. The system of group teaching 
increases the diffic~lty of making adapta­
tions to individual interest and needs in 
t~e classroom. Since this group includes at 
least one fifth at the school, and, since 
the recognition of the incipient nature that 
is developing is so significant in the work 
of the junior high school teacher, the in­
centive for ped~ogical understanding is 
certainly great. 2 
Authorities assert that these post pubescents 
are found in each of the three grades - about 30 per­
cent in the seventh, 50 percent in the eighth, and 64 
percent in the ninth. More recent students of thls 
1. Pringle, Ralph W."The Junior High School tt Chap III-P.45 
2. Ibid. Chap. III, P •. 46 
" 
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matter think that the number of mature pupils in the 
junior high school is greater than these percents in­
dicate. 
7th GradA -~ ;;;:.. ~~:::;:;:Zo~c- .~~:..:;:;;.. 70 80 90 100 
8th Grad 
9th 
This graph indicates the percent of post pubes­
cents in each of the junior high school grades namely~ 
1 
seventh~ eighth and ninth. 
ADOLESCENCE 
Junior high school teachers must be alert and 
skillful in recognizing the initial stages of adolescence. 
Among the most canspicuous signs are the rapid increase 
in height and weight, change of physical proportions, 
modified facial expression, due to the development of 
the nose and the lower jaw, lower pitched voice in boys~ 
1 • Ib id. P. 48 
lack of poise and most important of all, subtle 
changes in attitude and conduct. 
The age range of pubescence for boys is 
about twelve to sixteen and a half, for girls 
ten arid.a half to sixteen. Generally this makes 
from a· year to a year and a half of difference. 
All of this seems to suggest that part of the 
equipment of any high school teacher is a care­
fUl study of adolescence. The junior high school 
teacher must be interested in the mental, emotional 
and social developments. It is in these fields he 
must look· for guidance in all his effort to meet 
the interests and needs of his pupils. 
nThe ideal teacher is one who so clear­
ly understands the mental process he aims 
to guide and control that he can adapt his 
teaching technique, often on the spur of 
the moment, to the particular human p~oblem 
confronting him, and pe1haps even invent 
new techniques there and then. Psychology 
can give vital help in such situations. It 
cannot furnish us with a ready-made method, 
suitable for all occasions, for as a matter 
of fact, one of the chief things one can in­
fer from the psychology of learning is that 
any ability or skill can always be taught 
and handled in a variety of ways'. "I 
1. Pringle, Ralph. nThe Junior High School 1t Chap IV. P.48 
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Most children combin~ musical sensitivity 
with natural capacity for skill in accurate pro­
duction of tone and the intellectual ability to 
interpret and create. There are not many genuises. 
In an ordinary ClaDBrOOm it is possible that there 
are some who are at le ast one hundred times more 
musical than others. In a junior high school of 
one thousand students there might be from fifty to 
one hundred very musical children. That is con­
sidered a goodly number and it should be kept in 
mind that the possible music makers of tomorrow in 
the community are among the hundred. The future 
choirs, organists, soloists, choral clubs, orchestras, 
bands and music teachers are to be found largely among 
the musically talented pupils in junior high school, 
and the type of music they will make will depend 
largely on the habits, attitudes and ideals establish­
ed by the music before they leave the junior high 
school. 
An enriched program is possible for these 
children. Teachers need to interest them in playing 
instruments, see that they go to concerts well 
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prepared, advise with parents, get them into en­
semble groups, provide theoretical courses from 
the standpoint or children's interest, establiah 
clubs where they may perform ror each other and 
rinally provide progr~~s for practice time. 
In the adolescent school period, music re­
veals a deeper meaning. Music impressions at this 
period b~ccme more permanent and lasting. This is 
the time to saturate the child with beautiful music 
on the level wi th his understanding. School musio 
is the salvation of the future of music in America. 
Educators realize that the sChool music teachers 
are accomplishing undreamed of results in cultural, 
social, and ethical values. In addition to giving 
junior high school students an appreciation and 
understanding of music for 1ts aesthetic value, it 
has the effect of training the memory, quickening 
the perception, stimulating ~agination and en­
couraging concentration. That it makes for mental 
discipline has been proved over and over again by 
the faot that the best music students are nearly 
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always found at the he'ad of their classes in the 1r 
other studies. 
Between the ages of nine and :fifteen some 
educators advocate that children o:f demonstrated 
superior natural talent should be given opportunity 
and the privilege of superior teaching to became 
good amateur performers. They should be in special 
classes under well quali:fied teachers for individual. 
and chorus voice culture, piano playing, orchestra. ' 
Participation should be available. 
Psychologists :find that it is our emotions, 
rather than our int6llects, that determine our aots. 
We act according to the way we feil, not, :frequently, 
as reason dictates. Curriculum experts and ad­
ministrative o:f:ficials are now beginning to see the 
vital need o:f training the emotions, and the aesthetic 
instincts. Since music is the language of feeling, 
why not give nore thought, IOOre tiJ,ne, more equipment, 
greater academic recognition to this, the most ex­
pressive of all arts? 
The following slightly modified lists gives the 
objectives set up as goals of musical education in 
the junior high school, in a typical junior high school 
of the United States: 
1. To develop ability as an auditor with 
finer musical appreciation - to utilize 
music judiciously for healthful, abundant 
and varied awakening of one's emotional 
nature. 
2. To develop ability, disposition and 
habit for participating in choruses of 
the community. 
3. To b~oaden the outlook, to encourage 
self-expr-ession, to develop quickness and 
accuracy of thought in musical interpreta­
tion and expression. 
4. To give training of musical sensi­
bilities through tonal ,and rythmic drill. 
5. To give information and training in 
appreciation concerning form and notation 
of music. 1 
B 
I~DIVlDUAL DIFFERENCES 
In considering individual interest and capacities 
of pupils, pupils are classified into three groups, 
namely: ­
1. Touton-Struthers,iIJunior High School Procedure" 
Chap XIV - P. 353 
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(1) "Those who possess distinct interest 
and capacity in musical accomplishment. 
(2) Those who possess distinct interest 
and capacity in musical appreciation but 
only a moder~te interest or capacity for 
musical accomplishment. 
(3) Those who possess no interest or 
capacity for musical accomplishment, and 
only a moderate interest and capacity ror 
musical appreciation." 1 
A big problem ror education is to determine 
in what direction the inaividua1 difrerences in 
ability and interest are to be developed. The solu­
tion must depend upon the decision as to the extent 
to which in the realization ot each ot the ultimate 
aims ot education, we desire to achieve on the one 
hand dirrerentiation and on the other, simi1iarity 
of personal make-up. There will be no disagreement 
with the statement that concerns the physical aim, 
the endeavor will be to bring the school population 
up to a unirorm1y high level of physical efriciency. 
But to accomplish this the teacher cannot rely upon 
identity of educational procedure, since he finds 
1. Ibid. P. 354 
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in the seventh grade, for instance, because of the 
varying operation of the factors of heredity, en­
viroment, maturity and sex, an almost endless variety 
of physical organization. Each of these will require 
some measure of individual treatment. In the voca­
tional aim the teacher needs to strive more for 
differentiation. In the aim to train for the proper 
use of leisure time he shall probably find it de­
sirable to secure both differentiation and similarity. 
For instance, for those who are nativel¥ endowed 
musically, it will be desirable to encourage training 
for participation by performance as well as for ap­
preciation. For those less well endowed, apprecia­
tion only should be the objective. 
In recent years, there have been many com­
mendable efforts at improvement in elementar"y school 
organization and methads of instruction directed 
toward the pressing need of individual differences. 
But in the child's rapid approach to maturity, these 
cannot suffice. Therefore, Koos states that the 
Junior high school's additional opportunities such 
•
 
as "(1) the expanded differentiation of work 
through partially variable curricula (2) groups 
moving at differing rates (3) promotion by sub­
ject (4) permitting brighter pupils to carry 
more courses and (5) supervised study, all aid 
in meeting this great need of provisions for 
individual differences in the education of the 
1 
child." But these individual differences must 
wait on exploration and guidance. The junior 
high school must stress exploration and guidance, 
which must precede occupational and other speciali­
zation. Thus, the junior high school should be 
freed by the colleges from responsibilities in the 
way of special preparation for entrance to them. 
On the other hand, elementary and junior high 
schools will hold their aims in common, with the 
exception that training for unspecialized practical 
efficiency will always be called for in the lower 
unit, whereas, it may be desirable for some junior 
1. Ibid. P. 355 
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units having large numbers of over-age children to . 
provide to some extent for specialization. The pro­
blem of recognizing differences must be gr~ater in 
1 
the junior high school than in the grade below. 
The National Survey of Secondary Education re­
veals that the junior high school attempts both to 
individualize and to socialize instruction, and makes 
some efforts to give special assistance to the less 
able students. The average junior high school does 
very little along the line of remedial procedures and 
practically nothing by way of providing special op­
portunities for more able students. In general, it 
may be said that there is ~ather extensive agreement 
among junior high schools of all sizes with respect 
to basic policies to be followed in the organization 
2 
of instruction. 
1. Koss, Leonard V. liThe Junior High School" Chap. II 
P. 50 
2.	 Seyfert, Warren C. "School Size and School Ef­
ficiency" Chap. III - P. 31 
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c 
OLASSIFICATION OF GROUPS 
1. In General Music: 
The teacher of gener8~ music must assume the 
chief burden of the music department. To make bis 
work effective, he must classify his pupils first 
as to grade, second as to sex, third according to 
ability and int~reBt. In the first group, the 
pupils of different grades have different interest. 
liThe pupi:}.s of the seventh year classes, 
including a few pupils with changed voices, 
will be interested in performing music of a 
rather elaborate nature, much of it in two 
and three parts. The eighth and ninth year 
classes on the other hand will be interested 
in music of a different sort. This is be­
cause of the many changed voices. The boy 
must adjust himself to a voice lowered in 
pitch, a new and strange instrument, Further, 
the notation for his part now appears on B. 
different staff and he must go his way un­
assisted by the girls or by the less mature 
of his fellows with whom he previously sang 
in unison." 1 
Grouping according to sex is followed in 
some cities. This classification for music teachers 
has some decided disadvantages. The number of well 
1. Beattie, McConathy, MorganllMusic In The Junior High 
Shhool" Ohap XI. P. 102 
•
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arranged parts for boys is extremely limited. The 
Boy's tastes respond to rich harmonic effects. But 
the limitations are great, therefore the music 
teacher must do his best. 
According to ability and interests the teacher 
is likely to lean toward the opinion that external 
conditions are factors to be considered quite as im­
portant as innate ability. Since there is a small 
number of tonally and rhythmically deficient students, 
they may be excused from the special grou~ and as­
signed only to those groups in which appreciation and 
mass singing are stressed. 
In a class of sixty, the division may be, 
eighteen possessing actual talent, thirty with or­
dinary musical capacity, and twelve with very little 
ability. The fact that seldom has it been possible 
to cl assify students fbr instruction in general musi c 
according to ability either musically or intellectual­
ly has worked to the advantage of all by allowing the 
musical leaders to help the average and the inferior 
types. The talented students will not be at a dis­
advantage since they will elect music in the seleative 
groups. 
2. In Special Groups& 
The first factor which attracts desirable chil­
dren to the instrumental program is two-fold, first 
the inspiration and interest of the elementary music, 
secondly, the out-standing work of the bands and or­
chestras. The kind of work a pupil has done in his 
vocal work should recommend him to the instrumental 
class. If a pupil exhibits persistent interest and 
a strong determination and desire to continue he is 
the one most likely to succeed. 
In considering the vocal groups it is true 
that the adolescent girls' group is far easier to 
manage than a similar group of boys, for the reason 
that girls' voices do not usually develop as suddenly, 
and that they are more eas~ly disciplined. A boy is 
selfconscious because of his growth and less amendable 
to suggestions. In some schools, glee clubs are 
elective irrespective of vocal and musical ability. 
Many a boy has found solace in music when his growing 
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body seemed aflame for more sensual sensations and 
on the other hand, a boy too anaemic for athletic 
honors has found himself happy as a musician in the 
school band. The provision for special groups 
is an answer to the demands or certain psychologists 
who insist that all work be carried on in groups 
organized and classified as to ability. As rar as 
music is concerned, the rormation of workable grouos 
gives the most workable means of satisfying those 
who propose differing levels of instruction for 
pupils of differing abilities. Through the forma­
tion of elective groups, the more gifted pupils 
will be able to study music which makes greater 
artistic and technical demands than that studied 
in the general classes. 
"On the whole the general plan or scope. 
of extracurricul-um is IllUch the same in all 
junior high schools. As will be seen later, 
larger enrollments are more likely to re­
sult in a greater number of individual 
activities being conducted than in any sub­
stantial modification of the major outlines 
of the extracurricular program. It is 
evident small schools manage to have re­
presented in them extra-curricular 
activities that arefbund in most of the 
large schools. Among such activities may 
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be counted clubs and musical organizations, 
etc. This, of c;)urse, cannot be taken to 
mean that the size of school has no bearing 
upon the elaboration of activities within 
. these major types, but simply that enroll­
ment need not determine whether a school may 
or may not ccntain one or more activities of 
a given type. II 1 
"lusic is an important part of education 
and the school should assume responsibility 
for it. The school should try to discover 
and develop student talent. It Should also 
teach an understanding and appreciation of 
music both to the student who is a producer 
of music and the one who is not." 2 
It is through music, pupils gain a respect 
for creative activity. They gain a respect and under­
standing of fine workmanship because they learn through 
participation how desirable and how difficult it is. They 
learn to desire self-expression and to be willing to sub­
mit the~elves to the discipline necessary	 for the mastery, 
of it. Finally they are brought closely and vitally into 
contact with a wide range of culture, with	 art, litera­
ture, with biography and science, with the	 characteristic 
products of fruitful living. 
1.	 Seyfret, Warren C. "School Size & School Efficiency!I 
Chap. III-P. 52 
2. McKnown-IfExtra-Curricular Activities" Chap. VIII-P.152 
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Nowhere do the two qualities, enthusiasm and 
the power to arouse human interest through appeals to 
tpe humanly interesting play so important a part as in 
the instruction of adolescent boys and girls. As Koos 
says, "The dawn of social consciousness \vhich accom­
panies the arrival of sex maturity is so much a matter 
of almost universal observation as to leave little 
doubt in the minds of thoughtful persons of its estab­
lishment as a fe.ct." 1 
In the second or pubertal and post-pubertal 
period in the secondary school, ~nstruction should take 
on a more personal and subjective tone and be presented 
with a strong ethical and social emphasis. 2 
1. Koos, L. v. - liThe Junior High	 School" P. 61 
2.	 Davis, Calvin - "Junior High School Education ll Chap. 
III P. 42-43 
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CHAPTER IV
 
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC TEACHER'S
 
OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS
 
"The junior high school is an organization of 
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades into an administrative 
unit for the purpose of providing instruction and train­
ing suitable to the varied and ch~~ging physical, mental, 
and social natures and needs of i~mature, maturing and 
mature pupils." 1 This definition may be understood to 
imply an emphasis on the humanizing elements and methods 
ot education and yet trom another viewpoint it implies 
chiefly an emphasis on subject content and method of pre­
sentation. At present, there is much yet t~ be accom­
plished, especially in the selection and organization of 
SUbject matter. If this is true the writer believes that 
now is the time to view the music teacher and her prob­
lem3 with frankness and decide whether musical activities 
are to be based on the sociological method mentioned or 
on the psychological method referred to in Ralph 
Pringle's book, liThe Junior High School." 
When Inglis named the fundamental aims of 
1. Pringle, Ralph - True-Junior High School-Chap. V 
P. 68 
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secondary education, they were stated in the following 
manner: 
tl (l)	 The preparation of the 1-ndividual 
as a prospective citizen and co­
operation member of society. 
(2)	 The preparation of the individu~l 
as a prospective worker and producer. 
($)	 The preparation of the individual for 
those cultural activities which make 
for the best use of leisure time and 
the development of personality." 1 
The direction of any undertaking and the suc­
cessful solution of the accompanying proble~s will of 
course rest with the ones who carryon the constructive 
work. 
Problem 1
 
Ineffective Class Teaching
 
In a great majority of cases there have been 
found teachers doing thing5 merely because that way is 
the familiar and traditional way. For instance, many 
teachers give undue stress to technical training which 
consumes undue time and effort on both the teachers and 
pupils part. When the Junior High School was founded 
it sought especially to break away from the traditional 
procedure. It has no place for the inflexible teacher 
1. Inglis, A. rrprinciples of Secondary Education-P.368 
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who is unwilling to adapt himself to an experimental 
program. 
The junior high school teachet' especially 
finds herself part of an organization that, because 
of its comparatively recent develqpment, has many 
educational problems which can only be satisfactorily 
solved by a thoroughly interested teaching force. So 
the teachers of music must constantly question, tlAre 
we succeed1.ng in our endeavor to work over the mass of 
cultural raw material into such shapes that the learner 
can use it in his life?" 1 As a matter of fact, no 
procedure or device is in itself either good or bad. 
All are effective provided they bring music into the 
pupil's life. The question is, does it enliven his 
mind? Then one may conclude that the purpose of all 
methods is to make subject matter educative. Again and 
again, it has been shown that unless a subject is 
taught with a directed relation to life activities, it 
results in educational failure. Here is one of the 
great problems confronting the music teacher. One who 
simply teaches musical techniques and then leaves the 
1. Mursell, James. "Human Values in Music", Chap. X 
P. 283 
pupils with the entire responsibiltty for applying 
them is a failure. If the linkage wi th life is ig ... 
nored, then the great central purppse of all educa­
tion and human val-ue becomes a vacuum. School is also 
a part of life. Life situations must ?e cre,ated in 
school, as well as cutside of it. Pupils must live 
J. 
music in the music period, not just learn about it. 
The nn.lsic period must alpply experiences and activities 
so significant and vital that they are constant in­
centives to the cutside period of music. If the music 
period is treated as an oppor tuni ty to live !nus ic, then 
of extreme importsnce is the proper choice of materials. 
Feeble drill materials are worthless and uninteresting 
in themselves. If junior high school children are to 
live music, they must have the finest kind provided. 
t'No teaching technique, however, smooth and elegant, 
can render formal materials, educative, or dead nnteria.ls 
1 
living." 
"When the wise music teacher recognizes also 
1. Mursell, Glenn "Psychology of Music lt - P.201 
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that the pupil is not interested in the techniques of 
reading, the lesson becomes one of learning music rather 
than reading music, a change wbich will alter entirely 
the attitude of a music class of adolescent bOJs and 
1 
girls." The interests awakened by the choral and 
appreciation c1 asses should lead students to an interest· 
in instrumental music and a desire to play an instrument. 
Instead of deadening the effervescence of musical as­
pirations that are innate in the majority of adolescent 
pupils ~ th meaningless drills and valueless materials, 
emphasize the place of music in the lives of pupils"of 
all thmes and places. It 1s of the utmost importance 
that the music which the pupil studies, whether in chorus 
or in the listening lesson should be obviously music 
which has sprung from adult life and which expresses the 
attitudes,. reactions, and emotions of the adult based on 
his experiences and contacts. 
"Unless an effective linkage is established 
between what a pupil learns in school and his 
life activities in general, his school learning 
1. Beattie, McConathy, Morgan- Music in the Junior High 
School. Chap. XV - P. 204 
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will hot be educative. He will learn 
things only to forget them, not to use 
them. History, science, mathematics, 
and of course, music are constantly 
taught in school wi thou t any directed 
relationsh.ip to life activities. Again 
and again, it has been clearly shown that, 
under such circumstances, the subject-
matter learning does not influence or 
transfer to the life activities. Lack of 
directed planning at this point is the 
secret of many an educational failure. 
Here is one of 'the great difficulties 
with the conventional music lesson, one 
which teaches the musical techniques and . 
leaves to the pupil the ·entlre responsibility 
of applying them. Then to, we ignore what is 
the great and central purpose of all education 
and of all I1l3thod. Hence to bring sUbject­
matter int:) touch wi th life should be the 
great endeavor of every teacher." 1 
To clarify the above, Mursell believes the most 
effective method must seek to have pupils learn music 
in school by actually making music and experiencing it. 
Pupils must live music in the music period, not just 
learn about it. Music periods must supply experiences 
and activities so vital that they are constant incentives 
to outside use of music. Mursell makes this point em­
phatic: 
"What we learn must become a part of us. 
It must penetrate and change us • • • The 
1.	 Mursell, J. "Human Values in Music EducationU Chap. VII 
P.20l 
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business of the ~usic teacher is to take
 
advantage of the opportunities offered by
 
his field and to fulfill the conditions
 
under which along mental growth can take
 
place ••• The first consideration affects
 
the choice of music to be learned. Remember
 
standards can be raised only through teaching
 
people to make a choice for themselves and
 
that imposed standards are dead standards.
 
Personal choice, wnbition, the engagement of
 
the will-these are the starting points of every
 
sequence of mental growth. Then our princIple
 
profoundly affects our whole teaching e.mphasis
 
in handling musical performance. What is it
 
that makes any reasonable hu.man being want to
 
be able to s.3-ng or play a piece of music?
 
Nothing will 'sell' a composition so surely as
 
giving the pupil a chance to hear it well per­

formed.
 
"What unique and special educational op­
portunities are offered by the class? Would 
the best conceivable form of education be con­
fined entirely or largely to individual con­
tacts between pupils and teachers? Such 
questions, he states, have a peculiar cogency 
in the field of music. Of course, there has 
always been much group activity in connection 
with music education. It has always been found 
desirable to set up opportunities for vocal and 
instrumental ense~ble performance and practice 
in school work. Up to the present, however, 
private instruction has been predominantly of the 
individual type. Only very recently has there 
been an important development in the way of class 
. teaching of music. In the instrumental field it 
is still regarded as a novelty. A great many 
people question seriously the value of all such 
work and unfortunately, it is also true that those 
values are not well understood or adequately 
capitalized by many Who carryon class instruc­
tion in music. 1t 1 
1. Ib id. P. 2) 1 
Hence a careful scrutiny of possibilities and 
limitations is peculiarly in order at this t"~me. The 
writer will try to "&how that even though individual 
instruction is the ideal towards, which teachers ought 
to work, class teaching should furnish an ideal example 
of preparatory work. 
Most teachi~g, prior to the 19th century, 
followed an individual method. Although the teacher 
had before him a group of pupils, they were not all 
necessarily working at the same tasks. They did not 
recite as a group in the present day sense. They were 
called up one by one, so that the teacher might 'hear' 
them in their lessons. The social aspect of the 
situation was pretty well confined to the problem of 
preserving something which might resemble order. On 
the other hand the class seemed to offer a decrease in 
school costs because it was a mechanism by which one 
teacher could handle a larger number of pupils. It 
made for better order and a mare civilized discipline. 
While the development of class teaching proper came as 
an empirical reform, it b~ught about a very significant 
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transformation, for in setting up classes, an educa­
tiona! opportunity of an entirely new order was created, 
although this'was far from the deliberate end in view. 
This principle was recognized that the cooperation 
activity of a group of likemdnded learners can exercise 
a very stimulating influence on each one of them. Mursell 
illustrates this fact by saying, ttlf I hap ,en to be learn­
ing almost anything at all, I can do a great deal by simply 
joining wi th a group of others similarly interested. It In 
this simple consideration lies the essence of class teach­
iug. The special educational opportunity furnished by 
the class consists in this: It pr~vides a social con­
tent for learning. It furnishes the key to the true 
effectiveness of class work. 
There are three great errors which Mursell wishes 
removed because they afford three great abuses of the 
class opportunity. 
1. Avoid the fallacy of teacning the average 
of the group. For hare the slow and the fast 
child become 'Problems', by not receiving 
sufficient attention from the teacher. 
2. The second error is to use the class 
group for tutoring. Music classes particular­
ly are very frequently treated simply for 
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individual coaching. 
3. The third error consists in making 
an arbitrary seperation between the private 
and social aspects of learning. The class 
must be a place where individually acquired 
masteries are exhibited and expressed, and 
where inspi~ation is found for the further 
establishment of such masteries." 1 
The class has a definite constructive place in 
music educati on. 
The junior high school music teacher must attempt 
to inculcate into his teaching the followi ng points ~ 
I. liThe class should be used to fulfill 
the constructive functions of the audience. 
Do not, theref:Jre limit it to serving as 
audience for the performance of phonograph 
records or radio selections. Performance by 
the teacher, or by visiting artist or amateur, 
may be of great value. .So may the pertcrmance 
by individual pupils or by groups of pupils be 
of value. The inventive teacher will find a 
great many charming and valuable ways in which 
such a situation can be manipulated. 
2. The class can fall into the social pattern 
of ensemble performance. 
3. The class may fall into the social pattern 
of a collaborating group. It is far better to 
have the pupils suggest interpretative effects, 
rather than imposing them. 
4. The class may be divided into sub-groups 
for appropriate musical projects, each of wdllih 
1. Ibid. P. 225 
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undertakes to learn a quartet to present 
to the class. 
5. The class may fall into the social 
pattern of a discussion group."l 
The class situation presents to the aggressive 
junior'high school music teacher some general considera­
tions which will be invaluable. 
1. "Class offers a situation definitely 
superior to the studio for it affords an 
audience situation. 
2. Class teachill.g should have a place 
even up to the very advance levels. 
3. As we advance from elementary to higher 
levels, our class procedures should presuppose 
more and ..nore in the way of individual prepara­
tion and individUal practice. Our endeavor 
should be to make the projects of our music 
classes so appealing and to build up the sense 
of corporate responsibility for the joint ef­
fect to so high a pitch that we inspire our 
pupils with a desire to work with and practice 
at music by themselves. 
4. Class work may help to break down the 
poisonous	 distinction between 'applied' and 
~theoreticalJ music." (2) 
II 
Problem of Junior High School Changing Boy-Voice
 
in Singing
 
1. Howard, Francis E. "The Child Voice in Singinglt Chap I-PIg 
2. Ibid. P. 112 
Francis E. Howard is best kn~wn to music 
supervisors and votce teachers as the author of 
"The Child Voice in Singing." He was expert in 
children's voices, and through addresses and de­
monstrations given with children at conventions 
of teachers he helped to sp~ead a knowledge of the 
child voice, and the Im~ortance of its right llse. 
Mr. Howard, states in his preface of "The Child Voice 
in Singing" - "The following pages are the result 
of several years of exper ience in teaching and of 
1 
a careful study of children's voices." 
The voices of boys and girls prior to the 
age of puberty, are alike. The growth of the lary~~ 
which in each is quite rapid up to the age of six 
years, then, according to all authorities with which 
the writer is conversant, ceases, and the ~ocal bands 
nei ther lengthen nor thfcken to any appreciable ex­
tent before the time )f change of voice, which occurs 
at the age of puberty•." 
1. Ibid. Chap. VII - P. 112 
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It is scarcely possible, however, that the 
larynx literally remains unchanged through the period 
of the child's life, extending from the age of six to 
fourteen years. In point of fact authorities upon 
the subject refer only to the lack of growth and d.e­
velopment in sizes of larynx during the period but 
undoubtedly, during these years, there is a constant 
gaining of firmness and strength for both the cartilages 
and their connecting membranes and muscles. None of the 
books written upon the voice have even mentioned this 
most important-fact. It bears with great significance 
upon questions relating to the capacities of the child's 
voice at different ages, and explains that phenomenon 
called the "movable break ll which has puzzled so many 
in their investigations of the registers of the child's 
1 
voice. 
As childhood is left behind, the individual 
emerges. Divergences in face, in form, and in mental 
characteristics were mentioned in the present writer's 
chapter ltpupi1 Deve19pment versus Teacher Dire c tion." 
The hearts of race and family are manifested and self­
1. Ibid.·Chap VII. P. 113 
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consciousness becomes more acute. This period ar 
development, bringing, as it does, so much dis­
turbance to the vocal organs is particul&rly ininrlcal 
to singing and yet public school music is expected to 
produce its most elaborate results, in those grades 
where the pupils are just about to enter, or when 
passing through this period of rapid growth and 
change. 
As this section is to deal chiefly with the 
boy voice at this period, the writer will deal only 
briefly with the changing effects of the girl voice. 
It is safe to state that the vocal organs of girls 
often develop so gradually in size, B.nd with ao little 
congestion of the laryngeal substance, that no problem 
is manifested in singing. The voices during nearly 
all the mutation period show more volume of tone on 
the lower tones and evidences of strain at the higher 
tones. It is a good plan to put girls who show throat 
weakness, characteristic of their age, upon that part 
which requires only a medium range of tones and to 
repress all inclination to force and push the voice. 
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The desire which girls orten express to sing the 
upper soprano need not affect the teacher to any 
great extent. A multitude of strong and constantly 
shifting ambitions are thronging through their minds. 
These whims and wishes must be treated tactfully, but 
if the teacher is sure that a certain course is right 
there is no alternative but to carry it out, with as 
little friction as may be. 
The boys' voices m~y. change rrom soprano to 
a light bass of eight or twelve tones in compass in 
a few months or the change may extend over three ar 
four years. That is, two or three years may elapse 
arter the rirst distinct break ber~e there is any 
certainty or vocal action in the newly acquired compass. 
Howard advocates that all singing stop if the 
change is rapid. The reason for this statement is that 
the boys are so hoarse and the pitch alternates so un­
expectedly between an ftunearthly treble and a pre­
ternatur al bass" tb at the boy can usually si ng only 
in monotone. In cases where the larynx encounters 
a slow change in growth it is often possible ror the 
boy to sing all through the period of change. The 
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upper tones may be lost, while there is a correspond­
ing gain of lower tones. This process, in many cases, 
culminates slowly and with so lIttle active congesti)n 
of the larynx that the voice changes from soprano to 
alto and thence to tenor alrr.Jst imperceptibly. Voices 
which change this way oftep bec~me tenor, but not in­
1 
variably. 
Howard mentions Brrywne and Behnke's work "The 
Child Voice" to which allusion has been made, there is 
given a res~)me of 152 replies to the question, "Have 
you ever known of boys being made to sing through the 
period of puberty, and, if so, with what results? 
The answers were: 
Forty correspondents have no kncwledge. 
Five think the voice is improved by the 
experiment. 
Ten quote solitary instances where no harm 
has arisen. 
Ten know of the experiment having been made 
and consider it has caused no harm to the 
voice. 
Eight mentiQn results so variable as to admit 
1. Ibid. P. 116 
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no conclusion • 
Seventy-nine say the experiment causes 
certain injury, deterioration or ruin 
to the after voice, and, or this number, 
ten observe that they have suffered dis­
astrous effects in their own pers~. 
These answers were rrom English choir-masters, 
organists, music teachers, singers, etc. It will be 
noticed that only firteen of those who give a positive 
opinion upon tbe su~ect think tbat boys can sing through 
the period of break safely, while seven~y-nine are posi­
tive that the practice is unsafe. 
"It must be reroomberedu , quotes Howard, "that many 
of the opinions are those of instructors in cathedral schools 
where ODe or two rehersals and a daily church service means 
a great deal of singing; whne other answers come rrom choir­
masters who require or their boys equally hard work though 
. 1 
less in quantity." 
There is no comparison of singing in schools, 
which is for a very short time as compared to work in 
choir-singing • 
Certainly, in school singing, it is absurd to 
1. Ibid. P. 120 
advocate entire non-use of the voice at this period 
in either speech or song. It is rather correct how­
ever to guard against misuse. If boys have, up to 
this time, used only the thick register they will, 
in singing through the break, intensify their bad 
habits; throatiness, harshness, nasality, will become 
chronic. The test suggested by Howard is: 
"Can they sing without strain or push?" ItCan 
they sing easily or does it hurt?" The speaking-voice 
also indicates the state of the vocal organs,· and shows 
the effect of the break sooner than does the singing-
voice. If the tones in speech are steady in pitch, 
singing is possible, tn all probability. If, on the 
contrary, the speaking-voice is creaky and wavering, 
singing is difficult, if not impossible. It follows, 
that, boys singing through the break, must use only 
those tones which are within their compass. The vocal 
organs must be used lightly and without strain. In 
nearly every upper grade room, there will be a per­
centage of boys whose voices are in the transition stage, 
some of whom can sing and others of whom cannot. It 
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requires judgment and tact to handle these voices, 
but if boys have sung as they should up to this 
period and have taken pleasure in it, the mutual 
good understanding between them and their teacher 
need not be disturbed. 
In discussing the validity of assigning all 
boys with changed voices to the bass, Howard serious­
ly questions doing so. If boys have been kept upon 
the lower parts in all singing, and have never used 
other than the thick chest voice, then, when the 
voice begins to break up, it may be that they must 
sing bass or not sing at all. Boys trained in this 
may have never used the soprano head register and 
so if they sing alto, it will be the thick chest 
voice of boyhood. It will not be the upper tones of 
the developing man's voice. Singing alto at this 
time, in this m~ner, strains the vocal bands beyond 
reason, and should not under any circumstances be 
allowed. A question is raised, if during childhood 
they have sung only in the head voice, whether they 
are not in many cases set to singing bass prematurely. 
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The lower notes are produced in the chest or man's 
register, while more or less of the boy's voice re­
maine as upper tones. These tones by way, are never 
lost, they remain as the falsetto or head voice of 
the man. The vibratory action of the vocal ligaments 
is much larger for the chest voice than forthe hean 
falsetto. There is no question that during mutation 
a boy can confine himself to the use of his old voice 
or so much of it as is available at any· time with 
very little strain. The tone will be light during 
the active periods of laryngeal growth which characterize 
mutation; there will perhaps be no voice at all, owing 
to the congestion of parts, but in the periods of rest 
separating the periods of growth the vocal bands will 
respond. The compass of the head voice at this time 
varies largely, but it corresponds pretty closely to 
the second soprano, in three part exercises of from C 
to C. If it is attempted to carry the voice down, it 
1 
changes	 to the chest register, unless used very lightly. 
The above study of the boy's changing voice by 
1. Ibid. P. 122 
the Francis Boward is based upon phychological as 
well as experimental data, from the early years of 1895­
1898. Material up to the present has been sparingly 
written save ltJohn Daws,::m r s 'The Voice of the Boy' and 
Brown and Behnke's 'The Child-Voice." 
In the years 1932, Dr. Jacob Kwalwasser, pro­
fessor of Music Education, Syracuse University, ap­
proaches the stUdy of the boy singing problems from 
a new angle. 
"Every music supervisor kn'Jws that a 
boy problem exists in the public schools. 
For many years we have attempted to ex­
plain it on the basis of the changing voice 
of the boy during the period of adolescence. 
Many have accepted this explanation without 
questioning its validity."l 
Dr. Kwalwasser acknowledges the voice mutation 
makes the boy uncertain vocally and fearful of singing 
but he further questions the unfavorable attitude of 
the boy toward music pri~r to this change. This latter 
accusation may be open to debate. However, it is of 
vast interest to every junior high school music teacher 
to become acquainted with the experiment and the con-
elusion which Dr. Kwalwasser drew from it. The results 
1. Kwalwasser,J. '__Problems in Public School MusictfChap. III 
P. 33 
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of the precentages rrom a test given junior high 
school students in a school building containing 
six difrerent seventh and eighth classes are here 
given. The test scores and past music marks were 
pooled and then arranged in descending order rrom 
best to poorest, regardless of sex. 
GROUP BOY GIRL 
1 19 OP 81 OP 
2 16 OP 84 OP 
3 47 OP 53 OP 
4 52 OP 48 OP 
5 74 OP 26 OP 
6 68 OP 32 OP 
It may be seen at a glance that the percen­
tage of boys increases quite regularly as we descend 
in music achievement and talent. In other words there 
is a negative relationship between the percentage of 
boys in a class and the quality of music work done by 
the class. With the girls fortunately, this relation­
ship is positive. As the quality drops, the percentage 
of girl population likewise drops. We may explain this 
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evident inferiority of boys to girls on the psycho­
logical changes which deprive the boy ultimately 
of his treble voice. In this case, such an ex­
planation is quite correct, for this study is con­
cerned with adolescent boys and girls, but in spite 
of correctness, such an explanation is incomplete 
and inadequate. The voice changes, to be sure, 
but an unfortunate deficiency in attitudes and 
achievement of boys, musically, may be traced to 
1 
earlier grades, before the dawn of adolescence. 
The table on page 85 shows the scores earned 
on the Kwalwasser-Ruch Musical Accomplishment. Test 
given to approximately 5,000 children in the public 
schools ranging in ages from 8 to 16. In not a 
single instance is the average achievement of the 
boys equal to the average achievement of the girls. 
The boys are considerably inferior to the girls for 
every age level measured, and, since these averages 
involve so many measurements, they reveal a situation 
which is fraught with serious significance to music 
education. 
1. Ibid. P. 34 
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TABLE I 
KWALWASSER - RUCH - "Mucical Accomplishment Test ll • 
~mAN~ ~ND STANDARD DEVIATIONS BY AGE AND SEX 
AGE MEAN SIGMA NO. OF CASES 
9 Boy 72.25 35.34 195 
Girl 78.45 30.78 190 
Combined 75.78 58.35 385 
10 Boy 82.58 35.21 298 
Girl 94.14 27.14 305 
Combined 88.43 39.J.6 603 
11 Boy 98.80 38.10 426 
Girl 113.65 46.46 410 
Combined 103.80 46.70 836 
12 Boy 99.76 43.40 426 
Girl 123.85 46.46 410 
Combined 114.22 46.70 8~6 
13 Boy 105.33 41.61 382 
Girl 133.10 50.39 368 
Combined 119.65 47.85 750 
14.Boy 107.27 44.40 241 
Girl 135.60 51.96 216 
Combined 119.65 50.53 457 
15 Boy 106.28 48.51 125 
Girl 139.72 51.95 120 
Combined 122.62 52.90 245 
16 Boy 120.65 73.25 57 
Girl 141.25 59.45 58 
Combined 132.35 60.70 115 
When the combined scores, regardlews of age 
or grade for the individual tests, of the Kwalwasser 
- Dykema battery are assembled. The results show 
that the girls are signif'icantly superior in the 
f'ollowing traits: 
Girls: 
Tonal memory 
Tonal movement 
Melodic taste 
Pitch imagery 
Pitch discrimination 
Total scores 
Boys are superior to the girls in: 
~uality discrimination 
Intensity discrimination 
Time discrimination 
Kwalwasser calls attention to the f'act that 
L 
in an average class-room a certain amount of' in­
difference may be noted among the boys to music. They 
appear to be not only listless but frequently hostile 
to music education. This very attitude of' indifference 
is noted not only by the music teacher but by the 
test and measurement man in the field of music as well. 
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Girls submit to the testing quite-willingly, but 
boys appear to te no more enthusiastic about being 
tested mus1cally than they are about being taught 
1 
the inevitable do-re-me. 
Men outnumber women in the field of orchestra 
playing. '{e have more men than women composers. Men 
are our favorite vocalists, as well as instrumentalists. 
In fact, in after-school life, men dominate and control 
our musical destines. Because of these facts, Kwalwasser 
asks this question, "Why should our school measurements 
be so uncomplimentary to males?" The following is the 
manner in which he explains; 
"Our schools have failed to recognize 
and utilize the musical gifts that the boys 
possess. Our schools have taught neither 
music nor boys. They have taught technique 
which the boys neither want nor learn. But 
why are girls not equally penalized? Girls, 
for centuries have been educated on a philoso­
phy of submission. They therefore take more 
abuse than the boys. But I shall not proclaim 
that girls enjoy music as music is presented 
in our schools today. They merely resent it 
less. Boys do Dot dislike music. They dislike 
the emaciated stuff which they are getting in 
the place of music. Type of material is only 
one weakness." 1 
1. Kwalwas ser , Jacobs - "Pr oblems in Public School Music. ll 
Chap III - P. 41 
Kwalwasser attacks the assignment of the 
lower of a song to boys only, in part singing. 
This is another weakness. This lower part is 
likely to be, musically, even more sterile than 
the upper part and therefore mare difficult. 
The boy therefore dislikes the music period be­
cause, amon~ other things, he is assigned a more un­
interesting and a more difficult part. Minor 
causes may be listed as: 
1.	 Smooth, soft singing 
2.	 Use of head-tones only 
3.	 Absence of a proportionate number of 
male teachers in the elementary schools. 
In commenting on the latter cause of weakness 
Kwalwasser notes: 
"On the continent, more male teachers in 
the elementary schools are employed than in 
the United States. Men bring to music educa­
tion a needed strength and virility. Their 
presence would dispel the suspicion which now 
resides in the minds of many elementary school. 
boys concernin3 singing as a proper activity 
for males. Thus boys v~uld react toward music 
with the same feeling and enthusiasm as they do 
toward athletics. Materials and procedure must 
be brought into closer kinship with the boy's 
spiri tual and. ohys ical life and must be adapt­
ed more to his needs. The attractiveness of 
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his song material, must be more vital and 
more meanful."l 
As a closing plea, Kwalwasser declares the 
music courses cannot afford to lose the good will of 
50 percent of the school population. Teachers must 
make a serious attempt to win the boy rr~sically. Not 
until the attitude of the boy is sympathetic toward 
music may music instructors teach him anything. The 
teaching of notation must be delayed· until he senses 
the need of it. Unless the boy wants to read music, 
most of the energy spent in teaching this unwelcome 
2 
skill is' wasteful, quite futile, and. possibly harmful. 
III. 
PROBLEM OF GUIDANCE IN MUSIC 
"That our teaching procedure needs revis ing and 
refining is a notorious fact. We are in need of a 
scientifically evolved pedagogy. What is found at 
the present time, is merely a nondescript collection 
of devices some of which are good, but most of which 
1 • Ib id. P. 44 
2. Ibid. P. 45 
are undeniably bad. Our teaching procedure is based 
upon tradition. Vocational guidance finds itself in 
a rather undeveloped condition. Probably no other 
field is as promising for the research student. The 
possession of money has been a more important considera­
tion than the possession of talent in determining 
whether or not the child should be given training. Up 
to the present time no phase of vocational guidance has 
established the relationship existing between possessing 
money and possessing talent. In order to succeed in 
music, the child must possess music talent. To the in­
dividual interested in music research, no field is so 
little explored and so promising for research activity 
1 
as that of vocational guidance in music. 1t 
Since exploration and guidance are among the 
chief purposes of the junior high school, the music 
department, along with others, should employ every 
legitimate means for carrying out this purpose. In 
the field of music, scientific objective tests of 
1. Beattie, McConathy- & Morgan "Music in the Junior 
High School" Chap. XVII - P. 220 
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musical ability and or achievement are no less im~ 
portant perhaps in view of the enormous amount of 
time and m?oey wasted annually in the attempt to 
train performers where no genuine talent exists. 
If, through the use of capacity tests, the school 
can determine which children will profit from in­
tensive music ~tudy, a great service will have been 
rendered. ltSound advice based on something more 
than opinion, is what parents have the right to 
1 
expect from the school'!. 
Modern organized efforts in the direction of 
occupational guidance of the young take three forms ­
education for general culture, vocational training, 
and avocational training. Vocational guidance is 
of leading interest in the public mind - the pro­
blem of placing each pupil in the occupation far 
which he is best fitted. But avocational guidance 
is coming to be recognized; first, because we are 
confronted seriously far the first time in the 
modern world with the problem of educating for 
1. Seashore, Carl E. ttpsychology of Music" Chap. 21 
P. 286 
leisure, how to spe~d spare time; and second, be­
cause in the arts we find the most marked exhibi­
tions of talent or lack of talent and the pursuit 
of the arts is and should be far more of an avoca­
tional nature than a vocational. This is particular­
ly true of music. The real emphasis needs to be laid 
at the point of educational guidance, whether it be 
for vocation or avocation. If the educational guidance 
is well done, the other two will take care of them­
selves. 
Seashore points to the relatively limited 
fields to which a professional career in music 
directs; namely, the field of the composer, the 
conductor Virtuoso, and the teacher. The talent 
necessary for each of these fields is radically 
different. Differentiated guidance toward these 
fields is, therefore, of the greatest importance 
as it involves not only questions of expensive 
preparations, but what is more important, the 
making or breaking of human hear"ts in success or 
failure. Yet, from the point of view of public 
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education, it is relatively unimportant, because 
all these vocations together c~mprise less than 
one percent of the normal population that craves 
1 
musical guidance. 
The problem of guidance in public schools, 
therefore, becomes primarily one of guidance to­
ward the apprec1.ation of music and self-expression 
in music for the joy of expression itself. That 
is a problem of educational and avocational guie­
ance whether it be for the various degrees of 
amateur performance or for the general apprecia­
tion of music. 
The outlets and media for expression in 
this large area of the musical life, embrace all 
conceivable forms of music from the most primi­
tive beat of drums through the countless varieties 
of instruments, the variJus gifts of voice, the 
power of dramatization, and the various functions 
and roles in the service of music in the health 
and life of the home, community, church, and art • 
. 1. Ibid. P. 287 
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/tIt is, therefore, clear that musical 
talent is not one thing; musical education 
is not one thing; and the effective func­
tioning of music in the life of the people 
is not one thing. Hence the problem of 
guidance becomes extra-ordinarily complicat­
ed, yet it is full of undreamed of possi­
bilities. u 1 
In the average mind, one is considered musical 
or unmusical, just as one is supposed to be sane or 
insane. The fact that we are all more or les3 sane, 
and all more or less talented; it becomes a question 
of degree, kind, and value. Seashore says:­
tiThe educational objective, which underlies 
all scientific guidance is that it is the 
function of the educator to keep the child busy 
at his highest natural level far successful 
achievement in the fie ld for which he has 
reasonable outlet for self-expression, in order 
that he may be happy, useful, and good. We 
have not yet reached mQre than a verbal ac­
ceptance of this undeniable principle in either 
music or general education, but it is our in­
evi table goal. The :nain' thing that is blocking 
its accept 8Dce is the lack of an acceptable 
and thorough-going guidance program as a part 
of the educ ational sys tem. It 2 
Common sense is therefore rapidly assuming a new 
role in musical and educational circles. This is by 
far the greatest good that has come out of the testing 
1. Ibid. P. 287 
2. Ibid. P. 291-2 
movement. 
The IDlthor wishes to quote nine questions 
taken from the last chapter of liThe Psychology 'of 
Musical Talent" by Seashore. This is a challenge 
to teachers in the public schools, asking each 
teacher to take an inventory of his theory and 
practice bearing on this issue, with the challenge 
that he clarify his ~rn thinking and satisfy his 
own conscience in regard to whether or not he was 
do~ng the child justice by the manner in which he 
adapted the training to tbe nature of the child. 
fll. Do I fully realize the magnitude and 
significance of individual differences 
in	 my pupils? 
2.	 Do I believe in giving each individual 
pupil in music an opportunity com;~en­
Slll'ate with his actual capacity and 
apti tude? 
3.	 Do I actually in practice give my pupils 
an opportunity to grow, each according 
to his talent? 
4.	 Do I keep the pupils always at tile 
highest level of successful achievement? 
5.	 Do I justly praise or blame the pupil? 
6.	 Do I rightly identify the retard€d child? 
(The gift~d child, who is retarded by the 
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school lock step.) 
7.	 Do I motivate my work for each in­
dividual? 
8.	 Do I help my pupil to find himself? 
9.	 Do I take int~ account the individual 
as a whole, bodi.ly, so c ially, in­
tellectually, ~orally, esthetically, 
and religiously? 11 1 
The very important function o,f talent measure­
ment is,namely, the survey of talent which can be 
made for the purpose of locating in the schools, 
quickly and early, evidences of outstanding natural 
gifts in music among the pupils. Surveys continual­
ly reveal extraordinary findings of musical gifts in 
children who are not in the least aware of having 
such a gift and who pass through life without giving 
any evidence to society of having 'such resources. 
This is in tele main, the justification of talent 
surveys in public schools. 
Another positive aspect of musical guidance 
lies in the deliberate selection of a particular field 
in music on the basis of talent analysi's. A pupil 
may have a great gift for music and yet lack some 
1. Ibid. 296 
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specific qualification in certain aspects of music. 
The gifts for voice or for instruments are largely 
different. Here it is the function of the guide 
to give positive advice as to what avenue of musical 
expression the student sh~uld follow on the basis 
of talent analysis, especially in the assignment 
of instruments where they are furnished at public 
expense. Thus the talent-analysis program in the 
public schools is essentially a positive program, 
a program for discovery of the gifted and for 
placement within the musical field. 
Educational guidance in music is not merely 
for the purpose of determiping whether the child or 
youth is musical or unmusical, but rather to de­
termine into which of the various musical channels 
the individual will best fit so that, after a 
general training in fundamentals of music, his 
energies may be wisely directed into voice, instru­
ment, or theory, and within each of these fields 
into a particular avenue of self-expression for 
which he may get clearance papers on the basis 
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of careful analysis of capacity and forethought. 
Educators often make the mistake of regarding 
music as one thing, blissfully ignc>rant of the 
enormous divergence in c>utlet and op~ortunities 
that pass under the name of music. Some of the 
most pitiful failures in musical careers are not 
due to lack of musical ability but to misguided 
effort. A critical review of the personnel in the 
musical world reveals disheartening results ~f 
misplacement of talent which could have been 
forestalled by modern guidance at early stages. 
Musicians and educational exa~~ners in­
terested primarily in music therefore, hold them­
selves responsible for this view which demands 
that while high specialization may be encouraged, 
it should be planned in relation to its effects 
upon the bodily, intellectual, moral, social, 
esthetic and religic>us nature of the individual 
as a whole, Also it must ~e emphasized that 
talent measurement will be of little value unless 
it is followed up in the place of progressive 
guidance by a system ~f putting the talent into 
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practice. The individual should be encouraged 
and aided in doing the things indicated in his 
talent chart, enlarged on his own initiative 
and stimulated by the progressive revelations of 
his powers to achieve. 
Seashore indicates errors ~hich should 
be avoided in guidance procedure. 
IlI.Tests and measurements are as 
yet in the experimental stages. \~ile 
they are statistically reliaole, they 
may not predict individual achievement, 
and the effort to use them on the part 
of people who cannot afford the best 
of time involves the use of dangerous 
substitutes. 
2.Particularly in the public schools 
today, we are suffering from unnecessary 
use of untrained guides. 
3.The common source of error in all 
mental tests is the negative or in­
different attitude of the subject. Great 
ingenuity is needed in the development 
of testing effectively to take the in­
dividual in a cooperative mood and off­
guard as to his intuitions. The competi­
tive attitude is essential. 
4.A high record may always be counted 
as reliable so;newhat in proportion to the 
excellence, but it is the low records which 
are subject to the largest number of sources 
of error. Therefore, when a record Which 
counts against an individual is found, for 
example in the lowest third of a normal 
groupJ it should always be verified v:Tith 
the greatest ingenuity and care in order 
to make sure the impediment indicated is 
really there. This requires patience and 
time, which are often wanting. 
5. Another large source of error is the 
failure to secure fair sampling. 
6. The bare fact of low rating is of re­
latively little significance unless the real 
cause is revealed in the process of organizing 
the measurement. Herein lies one of the most 
difficult tasks in the mental testl.ng program 
today. Musicians have always recognized the 
significance of the "gift" of music. The 
practical attitude of the teaching profession 
has been the music lessJns are a remedy for 
all. Both lack the vital recognition of 
th~ limits of educability. 
7. Failure on the part of the student 
to follow advice, and failure on the part 
of the teacher to base training upon the 
nature and extent of talent. It all cames 
back to this principle of recognition of in­
dividual differences; it is the function of 
tne teacher to keep the pupil busy at this 
natural level of successful achievement. It 1 
Cundiff-Dykema, also gives in a clear concise 
manner the objects of tests in native and acquired 
mus ical power. 
"The object of these tests is not to 
discover something which it has been im­
1. Cundiff-Dykema;- t1S chool Music Handbook" Chap IV ­
P. 239 
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possible to find out before but rather to 
present a simple means for determining 
quickly and at an early age what hereto­
fore has required long and wasteful ex­
perimentation. People are finding out 
that these tests and measurements are a 
sort of diagnosis which will at ~ast 
indicate the difficulties the student 
must overcome in order to progress in 
music study.1t 1 
However, the proper use of these tests in­
volves intelligent and sympathetic interpreta­
tion of the data obtained, tr~ interrelation of 
various findings and, especially, a kindly and 
intimate study of the general personality of the 
child. The ordinary teacher in an hour and a half 
can obtain as much information concerning the musi­
cal capacities of all the members of a large class 
as she would learn in a year of ordinary musi c 
teaching routine. Besides bringing into relief 
cases of 6Aceptional strength and exceptional 
weakness, the tests with remarkable accuracy dis­
close the grouping of the children into four 
classes of ability. 
To accomplish effective guidance 2nd adj~st-
1. Ibid. P - 39 
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ment the following facts must be obtained: 
til. We must kn:::w the child as thoroughly 
as it is possible to know him. 
2. We mcst have a school program that 
is adjustable. 
3. We must have open-minded flexible 
faculty members, so that adjustments may 
be made at the time and in the manner most 
fitting to the needs of the child." 1 
L.ack of musical student guidance is one or the 
outstanding weaknesses of the junior high school. The 
junior high school student in theory is given much 
personal attention so that he may be guided in his 
choice of subjects but in practice this fundamental 
purpose of the junior high school is too often lost 
sight of; every teacher becoming an advocate of h~ 
own special field. Thus the student is confused by 
opposing suggestions and is hindered rather than 
helped in planning his work to include a real ex­
planatory opportunity. Educators suggest that one 
teacher in the music depart~ent in a well organized
 
system should be chosen to act as advisor for those
 
1. Proctor-Ricciardi - tiThe Junior High School ­
Its Organization and Administration" Chap IX -P.178 
students gifted musically and be given time appoint­
ed for this guidance work. Whereas~ under the present 
regime~ the music teacher's sChedule has~ in most 
schools' been filled with instruction groups, allow­
ing no time for guidance promotion and planning of 
work .. 
Small secondary schools as a grCllp fa1-1 nru.ch 
farther short of maintaining what special~2ts in the 
field call guidance of acceptable progr~ than do 
larger schools, particularly in other subjects than 
1 
music. 
Though the student in the typical junior high 
school ordinarily received some advice concerning 
the school prior to his entering it, this counseling 
is seldom extensive. It consists mainly of an explana­
tion of the junior high school and its work by the 
elementary school teacher. Occ~sionally members of 
the junior high school staff visits the lower school 
for this purpose. If any particular phase of junior 
high school life have been discussed with the ele­
1. Seyfert, Warren C. ItSchool Size and School 
Efficiency" Chap. IX - P. 137 
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mentary school pupils before their promotion these 
are likely to be the choosing of subjects in the 
junior high school, participation in the extra­
curriculum, and personal conduct in the junior high 
school. However, no one of these can be considered 
a typical procedure. 
The table on page 105 will aid in viewing the 
presentages of junior high schools of va.riQl s types 
having certain ages for admitting students to the 
type of high school. A reasonable number of ele­
mentary schools provide parents of prospective 
junior high school students with literature pre­
taining to the new school in which their children 
are about to be enrolled; but almost never do they 
arrange either group or individual meetings with 
parents to discuss wi th them problems likely to 
result from their childrens r promotion. 
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TABLE 4 
PRESENTAGES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS TYPES HA~ING 
BASES FOR ADMITTING STUDENTS TO THE JUNIOR RIGII SCHOOL 
*******
 
General Type of Junior 
PRACTICE Level of' High School 
Practice 
~-yr 3-3 6yr 2-yr 2-4 
'Jr J""S Und. Jr J~~S 
(1 ) Completion of all 
wor k of gr ade six T 54 52­ 70 52­ 62 
(2 ) Estimate by sixth 
grade teacher of 
students ability 
to do work of 
grade seven T 73 56­ 68 75 68 
(3) 
(4) 
Chronical age 
Physical Maturity 
T-I 
T-I 
64 
64 
47 
47 
54 
54 
51 
59 
46 
49 
(5) Completion of major 
part of work grade 
six I 5l~.i- 46 i4l 54 43 
(6 ) Educational age as 
measured by 
standarized achieve­
ment tests I 44 40 46 48 32 
(7 ) Social maturity I 38 36 43 54 38 
(8 ) Mental age I 39 36 37 50 30 
(9 ) Intelligence 
quotient I 37 30 32 54 16 
(10 ) Achievement 
quotient I 26 26 20 34 11­
(11) Educational 
quotient I 24 20 18 36 3­(12 ) All students ad­
mitted on trial Z 3 1 2 9* 3 (13) All students ad­
mitted without 
reservation z 4 o o 7 3 
One group of schools of this type falls below 
-
1. Seyfert, Warren C. "School Size and School Ef'ficiency"": 
Chap. 3 - P. 34 
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the general level of practice for all size-type groups 
as indicated under General Level of Practice. 
~One group of schools of this type exceeds the 
general level of practice far all size-type groups as 
indicated under General Level of Practice. 
The above chart indicates the result of ad­
mittance or pupils to the Junior High School. Some are 
admitted by testa, others are not. 
It is probable.that once the student is in the 
junior high school he will receive guidance from some 
person or persons therein, although the source of this 
assistance is not the same in all schools. The principal 
customarily plays an important role in giving guidance 
to groups of students, eppeciallY during the earlier 
part of their sojourn in his school and he shares the 
task or assisti~~ individual pupils with home room 
teachers, classrJom instructors, and class advisors. 
The presence of the staff of technical specialists in 
the field of guidance is very far from being typical. 
The range or topics covered by the basic guidance 
program in junior schools is rather complete and in­
cludes reference to such matters as extra-curricular 
participation, conduct and manners, health, methods 
of study, and use of leisure time. Moreover, at 
some time during his junior high school course the 
student is likely to have explained to him by his own 
faculty the nature of the work in the senior high 
school and to receive council concerning the choice 
of subjects and curricula on the senior high school 
level. While it can scarcely be said that all 
schools handle these matters with equal effectiveness, 
it is fair to say that junior high schools generally 
recognized their responsibility for helping the 
student to make wise decisions in situations other 
than the purely academic. 
The methods and materials of guidance em­
ployed in the aver~ge junior high school are those 
1 
with which everyone is more or less familiar. 
Conference with parents and pupils 
Assembly talks by faculty and laymen 
1. Ibid. P. 50 
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Physical eX&minations 
Rating by teachers 
Extra-curricular activities 
Notices to parents 
"Besides these which are used by a majority 
of schools, large and small, are such matters 
as guidance class standardized tests, of 
achievement, mental ability, personality and 
various forms of pUblicity which are used in 
moderate degree by all schools. It is evident 
that junior high schools are interested in 
expRllding their methods of gUidance but that 
there is little agreement concerning the most 
satisfactory devices to be em91oyed." 1 
Seyfert, after presenting this review of guid­
ance in the typical junior high school, sug3ests th~t 
limita.tions in size of faculty or amoun't of equipment 
make it difficult for the small school to use as great 
a variety of methods at anyone time as may a larger 
school, but even such limitations may not actually be 
so great as they seem; and certainly, with but few 
exceptions, the small school may use many individual 
2 
procedures as freely as a larger institution. 
The principal practically in all schools and 
1. Ibid. P. 51 
2. Ibid. P. 138 
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teachers in var'ying degrees in many schools accept 
responsibility in the matter of student guidance. 
There are certain differences to be observed be­
tween the organization f8r guidance in the small 
school and tbat in the large. These differences 
center. about the employment of specialists in the 
field and the use of rrethods which are derendent 
for their execution upon the school with such 
specialists. 
!lIn the matter of guidance Dersonne1 
there is a re~u1ar appreciation in the 
part played by home-room advisors as 
one moves from small school to large, 
although in junior high schools of all 
sizes the home-room teacher rules second 
only to the principal as far as partici­
pation in guidance activities are can­
cerned. That the home-room teacher 
should play so important a role is pro­
bably as it should be. 'The foundation 
of all guidance within the school are 
found in the home-room organization.' 
If this is accepted, it is necessary 
to inquire into the reasons why the home­
room teacher is sorrewhat less frequently 
called upon to assist with guidance 
activities in small junior high schools 
than in large. In the first place, the 
home-room should be san ething more than 
a meeting place for students, a place 
to check attendance and make announce­
ments may not be accepted so generally 
by small s~hoo1s as by large, though it 
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is difficult to perceive any necessary 
reason why the broader concept of the 
function of the home-room cannot be 
accepted by all schools. The teacher 
in the small scnool may be inadequate­
ly trained rather than inexperie n,ced or 
so complete ly oc cupied by the roo tir.e 
of extensive class-room teaching as to 
have little time or energy left to give 
this additional duty. Further, the home 
roo-m teacher may have little to do wi th 
student guidance in the small school, 
merely because guidance programs in 
these schools tend to be poorly organized. 
Ho~ever, it would seem that, with some 
attention to the problem, the h8rne-room 
teacher could be made as effective a 
unit in the guidance personnel in the 
small junior nigh school as in the 
large school. As a matter of fact, one 
of the few possibilities open to the 
small school is to do more than hit-or­
miss work in guidance is to capitalize 
the possibilities latent in the home­
room and home-room teacher."1 
Mr. Seyfert suggest some of the nore im­
mediate tangible steps that the small school may 
take to assist its students to make wiser educayional 
and vocational choices, one of the most obvious is 
the maintenance of more complete and long-term re­
cm'ds of students. To carry out a project fully, re 
1. Ibid. P. 142 
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quires the co-operation of lower and high schools, 
but even without this, the junior high school may 
do much to aid itself by amplifying its own student 
records. It may be suggested that such records be 
a form easily read and interpreted by the ordinary 
class-room teacher and that a faculty tradition for 
using these records be built up with~ the school. 
Extensive records mean testing, but the 
small school has no directcr of tests, and the 
principal has time neither to give the tests nor 
to score them. A testing program directed by the 
principal and executed by the staff is entirely 
possible in the smallest school. 
Again, the small junior high school may 
provide substantial educational guidance by re­
vising its curricular ~ffering to include more 
"general ll or llexploration ll courses. 
One essentially administrative procedure 
which may be of use is a car.efully prepared booklet 
describing the program of studies with special at­
tention to elective courses. 
IV. 
Problem of	 Schedule Mak!ng 
I'The daily schedule is the general 
chart and master plan of action for 
all high school activities. It pre­
scribes the time, pIece, personnel, 
and general facilities for the educative 
experiences which are accepted and pro­
moted by the high Bchool. No other 
phase of the duties of the principal 
,and his administrative assistants is a 
greater challenge to their administrative 
ability than the making of a satisfactory 
schedule. The performance of no other 
single and comnonly required duty will so 
comprehensively and intimately affect the 
activities of pupils and teachers and 
determine the efficient use of educational 
faci l'i tie s. "1 
These are the opening cO~U9nts of Emerson 
Langfit, noted authority on schedule making. 
IlExperienced teachers will readily recall 
example of	 confusion, educational inefficiency 
and general waste of time and effort which can be 
traced directly to the unsatisfactory form of the 
daily sbhedule. 1l 2 
Nothing reveals the daily schedule as the 
administrative plan which makes possible the 
1.	 Langfit, Emerson ~The daily Schedule and High School 
Organization!l Chap. 1 - P. 1 
2. Ibid. P. 1 
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curriculum offerings best adapted to the pupils' 
need of such hours and under such conditions as 
promote the greatest possibilities for all pupils. 
Only careful and sympathetic ~ocedure in con­
structing daily schedules can insure desirably 
teachiD~ combinations. These combinations are 
practically determined by the provisions of the 
daily schedule and, unless the necessary con­
sideration is given in schedule making, they will 
be varied and unsatisfactory. 
If socialized group activities and group 
guidance are accepted as school activities the dai+y 
schedule must allot some definite periods, such as 
home-room and extra-curricular periods, for such 
activities. 
The complaint of teachers that they cannot 
do their best work is often the result of the form 
of daily schedule. 
"The administrator must decide first 
of all upon the proportion of elective 
and required music courses, for this 
will be the determining factor in the 
allocation of room, purchase of equip­
ment and materials, and employment of 
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teachers. The number and length or 
periods and approximate class en­
rollment are the next important 
factors in determining the scope of 
the music program. After classes in 
general music have been arranged, pro­
vision should be made for elective 
classes, band, orchestra, glee club, 
and choral ensembles and ins trruction 
in playing the piapo or orchestral in­
strumer..ts and s:me such types of work 
as seems desirable. The next step is 
to schedule all the activities in such 
a way as to work them comfortab1w into 
the general school program of classes. 
Principals frequently arrange programs 
for academic classes, but art, music, 
and extra-curricular activities assign­
ment are left undecided until the pro­
gram is practically made oat. Assuming 
that a competent music teacher is 
se1e cted, it is important that his pro­
gram shall be so scheduled that he may 
have time not only to carryon ais 
class work effectively, but also to 
perform the other duties of guidance, 
rehearsals for special performance, 
and all extra-curricular activities. 
ltThe policy of the school is expressed 
in its schedule which serves as a blue 
print and specification of school or­
ganization and the time table 'of the 
system. It lr.a~es definite provision for 
the successful realization of the educa­
tional aims of the school and arranges 
opportuni ties furthering these aims. 1I1 
The needs of the pupils become the center of 
1. Touton !Ie Struthers ltJunior High School Procedure" 
Chap. X - P. 120 
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interest, and the school plant, teaching staff, pro­
gram of subjects, methods of teachir-g, school calendar, 
length of day, special activities, attendance system, 
etc., are main sup~lementary features that require 
serious 'study on the part of the administrator in 
order to make an economical non-conflicting, well­
balanced, socialized school schedule. Personal con­
ferences with the teachers are the ffi0St direct and 
effective ~eans of avoiding disorder and confusion. 
It is easier by forethought and planning to secure 
discipline and order t~an to regain it after losing 
it through inefficient planming. 
The assignn~nt of the teachers who are given 
a speCial type of work should have a very definite 
and positive place in the schedule from its first 
inception and should never be inserted as an after­
thought. Many times, special teachers are shelved 
or considered apart from the regular scheme of the 
whole. For satisfactory results, their schedules 
should be as carefully worked out, as trIDse of 
regular departments. Nothing upsets a school 
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organization more than confusion in regard to the 
time schedule. Therefore the numb-er of periods, 
the length of periods, etc., should be charted 
accurately, and be made clear to every member of the 
school staff before the pupils arrive, so that every 
teacher may be able to give correct information or 
refer to an accurate chart. Schedules for assembly 
days, for special prograrils and for extra occasions 
1 
should be presented at as ear~y a date as is possible. 
In order to avoid confusion and unsatis­
factory disciplinary situations, any variations from 
the regular time schedule should be a matter of de­
finite and clear understanding by all who are con­
cerned with such changes are in any way affected 
2 
by them. 
Special features that affect the time chart 
of the school should be inQicated in the schedule and 
arranged for in the general signal system of the school. 
A definite assembly period should be reserved for 
1. Ope Cit P. 122 
2. Ope Cit P. 126 
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schools that are able t~ justify by worth-while 
programs the ti~e spent in daily assembly. 
Those who desire less assecnbly time may 
reserve a daIly period for combined assembly and 
hJme-room or social activities or one of the daily 
shortened periods may be used for stude~t body 
activities. Those wh~ wish merely an occasional 
assembly period may set aside a certain day~ and 
the other periods on that particular day may be 
shortened to allow for the assembly period. 
Many who have worked with what seemed to 
be an accurate schedule of classes meet with dis­
turbing conflicts in a few days after the beginning 
of the semester, owing to various student body extra­
curricular and social activities which in the 
planning were not considered as a part of the main 
schedule. All club meetings, in order to be 
successful, must become a part af the school day 
1 
and receive regular assignment of time. 
The schedule shown recognizes some of the 
most common student body activities, extra-curricular 
1. Ibid. P. 129 
affairs, social functions of the junior high school 
organization. The important thing to ccn sider here 
is that such approved activity of the school has a 
time and place in the regular s"hool day. A com":)lete 
school calendar, indicating opening and closing of 
semesters, the holidays and special program days, im­
portant excursions is a great aid in the smooth running 
of the school and belps teachers and pupils in planning 
and o . J.tlining their work and recreations. * 
Many times teachers and pupils, after they 
have planned their work, are shocked and bewildered 
by the number of spe cial events t':B. t are added. A 
calendar and the list of teachers who are to be 
responsible for its various parts should be presented 
at the first of the year. It is difficult to plan 
previously for all the special events of the year, but 
the calendar should be worked out in as much detail 
as possible, so as to avoid that most unsatisfactory 
condition which result when teachers and pupils feel 
they are constantly interrupted. The bound valumes 
of the school paper and achool annuals, kept on file 
* - Appendix-x 
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in the school library, furnish helpful data for 
planning a calendar. The custom of keeping a school 
scrap-book facilitates the making of a calendar. 
Pupils take great delight in pasting in such a book 
the clippings, cuts, snap-shots and various reports 
of their school events,' under the direction of an 
enthusiastic and interested teacher-director it should 
be a stimulating and inspiring record of these events, 
and an effective expression of the traditions, ideals, 
and spirit of the school. A record of the major 
events for ea.ch special day of a few past years should 
furnish an excellent basis from which to plan for the 
calendar of the current year. 
Harry C. McKnown in his book on Extra-Curp-i­
cular Activities in discussing school music states: 
"School music helps to discover and 
develop the talent which many pupils 
have, but which, for lack of encourage­
ment or opportunity for its expression, 
never develops. All have a right to 
their ~nterests and deserve opportunities 
to cultivate them. These opportunities 
may be provided through musical club 
organization, or progr9.1l1S. 
School music was formerly looked upon as 
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an extra-curricular activity. If the 
student desired to take music lessons, 
he was penalized by the school; that 
is, he had to spend his own time for 
practice in addition to carrying a full 
load of school subjects. Consequently, 
he slighted bis music. It is probably 
reasonable to expect the student to 
get as' much value from a course in music 
as from any other course in school. Al­
though expense has hitherto kept many 
schools from adopting music, they re­
cognize it more and ·more. tI 1 
The tendency now however, is for the school 
to employ full time music teachers	 and supervisors. 
To this work is now added lessons in vocal and in­
strumental music. Many schools buy instruments, 
e~pecially the larger and more cumbersom~,for the 
students. The iilxpendi ture of such	 m·')ney can be 
justified on the ground used to justify any other 
expenditure for school equipment. 
"Music clubs, whether curricular or extra­
curricular in control, should have some de­
finite organization. For instance, a girl's 
chorus may sing just as well as a class; but 
if it is organized as a club, having affairs 
and committees, it acquires dignity, morale 
and interest. Moreover, it then adds to itu 
strictly roosical activities those of a h~gher 
---= = 
1.	 i~lcKnown,Harry C. "Extra-Curriculum Activities ll 
Chap VIII - P. 138-139 
nature - parties, socials, attendance 
at musicals, programs, etc., and thus 
increases the number of' educational 
opportunities offered."1 
The more usual organizations of' th~s kind 
are the band, choruses, or orchestras. As their 
activities are nearer the regular curricular type, 
credit for their work is usually given towards 
graduation. Consequently, it must require formal 
systematic work and increase in proficency. It 
provides music for the school affairs, plays, 
pageants, programs, and athletics. It should be 
organize'd with nece ssa-ry officers and c o:nm1 ttees. 
A librarian to care for the music and student 
director to direct in public performances are speical 
types of off'icers for which pI' ovis ions should be ~nade. 
The following mus ic program shows how music 
is scheduled in a large size junior high school:* 
"Benjamin Franklin Junior High School, 
New Castle, Pennsylvania, school enroll­
ment, 1656. Three f'ull-time music teachers. 
The seventh, eighth, and nint~ grades each 
have a chorus under the direction of the full­
time music teacher who does voice work only. 
I. Ibid. P. 139-140
* Appendix -ix 
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These special choruses meet one or two 
times weekly. 
There are three beginners' violin 
classes, twelve students in each class, 
meeting once a week for a period or 
rorty-rive minutes. 
There is a beginners' orchestra for 
the slightly advanced students meeting 
once daily ror a thirty minute period. 
Enrollment - 19. 
Orchestra A is composed or 39 pieces. 
Before being admitted to this organiza­
tion, a student must be far enough ad­
vanced to play at sight very simple 
orchestra parts. Rehearsals are daily 
from 8:45 to 9:40 A.M. This orchestra 
plays regularly for practically every 
soci al program. 
The Franklin School also has a band 
of thirty pieces. It is frequently called 
upon for special numbers for the chapel 
progr~ms, but it regularly furnishes music 
ror the school's athletic events. A 
nearby college sometimes engages the band 
for its intercollegiate events. Rehear­
sals are held in the auditorium which is 
equipped with a large orchestra pit. 
The problem of the group and the needs 
of the individual in the group must be 
met in the shhedule of classes in a junior 
high school. The scheduling of classes 
should be considered one of the most im­
portant phases of aillninistration, and the 
schedule should be an instrument that makes 
possible the ~ealization of the educational 
objective of the junior high school." 1 
1. Ibid. P. 1 
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. Russell V. Morgan, Director 01' Music 01' 
Cleveland, Ohio, expresses this idea concerning time 
allotment and credit: 
lilt is the duty of the music teacher 
to present a clear statement of values 
and objectives, and then it becom~s the 
job of the administrator to weighlthese 
in the balance with the view of determin­
ing just what proportion of time and 
credit may justifiable be given to ~lsic. 
If music is worth having, it is worth 
doing well. It cannot be done well with­
out enough time to provide continuity 
of thought and effort .ttl 
~Yhen it has been decided as to just which 
courses the school will offer, the administration is 
confronted with the problem of scheduling them. It 
is an acknowledged fact that the junior high school 
presents enormous difficulties in sbhedu~ing. Many 
times a subject must be omitted ~erely because of the 
impossibility of finding a place for it. 
Several splendid scheduling suggestions are 
offered by Beattie, McConathy and Morgan. With regard 
to them they state: 
.-­
1. Morgan, Russell V. I'Muslc in the Junior High School ­
Music Supervisor N.C. - 1928 
J 
lIT~e classification of the various 
phases of music study as core-subjects 
or specialized activities, as curricular 
or extra-curricular studies, has not been 
deter~ined, and in the nature of things 
cannot and should not be standardized for 
universal application. Each cO~TIUnity 
must settle for itself in the light of its 
own need.s. If I 
v 
Problem Of Equipment 
Authorities spend generous appropriations 
on equipment for laboratories, shops, kitchens, com­
mercial departments, gymnasiums, and athletic fields, 
Why should the.i not, then supply the comparatively in­
expensive equipment of a well located and adequately 
furnished music room? 
"Surely, purchase of a piano or phono­
graph which will be used in instructing 
all the pupils in a school is as legiti­
mate as the purchase of expensive wood 
working or c;mplete printing ou tfi ts, 
neither of which will be used by~ore than 
a small fraction of a school en±ollment. 
"An ingenious music teacher always find 
some way, even when he is obliged to 'make 
bricks without straw'. But how much more 
substantially he might build if instead of 
scurrying ab~~t for ~is own materials,he 
1. Beattie, McConathy !- Morgan "Music In The Junior 
High School u Chap VIII. P. 228-9 
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could devote all his energies to build­
ing. ttl 
Most junior high school teachers realize 
that one of the big problems is the selection of 
suitable material to be used in music classes. Wlth 
the right sort of material it is not a difficult 
matter to create enthusiasm for the music course. Only 
by remaining in a school system for a number of years 
can one hope to build U9 a worthy music departl~nt, for 
the collection of suitable school music materials in 
music appreciation, books, and supplies for band and 
orchestras, requires years of time. 
First, the material, music value must be 
there. Is it worth while for a class to use time 
studying material that would not be worth presenting 
to the public as a part of a program? Remember that 
the student's attitude toward an enjoyment in music 
is determined by the music itself and not any techni­
cal process connected with it. Even when the musical 
value is high, the c~mposition must be such that both 
1. Beattie, McConathy, Mor¥.an "Music in the Junior High 
School' Chap VIII - P. 87 
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message and technique meet the capacities of this 
adolescent period. Human emotions of the simpler 
type appeal to the student, while technique as an 
end gives even less satisfaction here than in the 
elementary school. Material at any time that de­
mands more than the pupils can perform implants 
distrust in both music and teacher. The school 
must exert effort to prevent failures that dis­
courage. 
The school should have plenty of material. 
Many schools literally starve the pupils for want 
of enough music. Even where the pupils brings 
the text, the school sholl ld II" ovide aInple supple­
mentery music. The school must be expected to 
provide the extra books. 
Music should be chiefly a creation or 
recreation of beauty. All activity must proceed 
in that direction. Try to understand the minds of 
boys and girls. Gauge your teaching by the values 
1 
important to them. 
1. Mursell, James "Human Values in Music Eduation" 
Chap X - P. 285 
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The music teacher must bring wide musical 
knowledge and understanding to a focus on the teach­
ing situation. No one ,can hope to capitalize the 
value of music unless he has a broad and sure back­
ground of musical knowledge and insight. Some 
teachers are extremely limited in this regard. They 
are familiar with only a small amount of musical 
literature and know but little concerning the traditions, 
personalities, history and social settings of the art. 
They rely exclusively on s~e organized series and to 
a slavish following of its sequences and instructions. 
If a teacher is deficient in this respect, obviously 
if is indispensable that the material used should open 
up the widest horizons. 
1. Ibid. P-285 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the study in the preceding chapters, 
it is concluded that the junior high school music 
teacher is the one teacher who makes ~ore varied 
contacts with the school (meaning pupils and teachers) 
and ~ts community than any other member of the faculty. 
Because of this, it is necessary for the junior high 
school music teacher not only to be an accomplished 
musician tut in the words of Proctor and Ricciardi: 
nWe must select teachers who by 
example and conduc t insp ire ·young 
people of junior high school age to 
do better those worth-while things 
which they do anyway, as Dr. Briggs 
so aptly phrases it. Such people 
have real character. They attract 
and interest young people, and at 
the s~tle time cOT~and their respect. 
They should have the equivalent of 
college training in their respective 
fields. They sho~ld have training 
in courses dea.ling with junior :1igh 
school problems. Every junior high 
school te7cher should have success­
ful teaching experience either in a 
well-establisbed training school fT 
junior high school teachers or in the 
public schools."l 
1. Ricciardi-Proctor liThe Junior Hieh School - Its 
Organi zation and Admini str at ion II Chap. IV -P. 68 
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Among the many problems encountered by 
various teachers, five of the most revelant are 
contained in this thesis. 
1. The problem of effective junior high 
school teachbg. 
2. The problem of the tlChanging Boy Voice." 
3. The problem of musical guidance. 
4.	 The Droblem of schedule-making. 
1 
5. The problem of ffaterial and equipment. 
lI~n th reference to the problem of 
effective teaching, Mr. Mursell aids 
the present writer in concluding that 
badly directed, clumsy teaching im­
poses enormous obstacles to the func­
tional use of any subj ect becaus e it 
makes the acquisition of the subject 
needlessly slow and difficult. This 
has certainly been true in the case 
with music. One chief reason why there 
are not many more competent amateur per­
formers of music is that teachers have 
not known how to guide musical develop­
ment economically Mid to bring it about 
swiftly. It has been so hard that large 
numbers become discouraged and drop out 
of the race long before the end. A 
three or four hundred percent increase 
in the sheer efficiency of instruction 
is quite enough to revolutionize the en­
tire so cial status of music." 2 
1. Ibid. P. 168 
2. Mursell - tlHuman Values in Music Education" Chap VI 
P. 168 
1;50 
The pr oblem of "Changing Boy Voice" still 
remains open for debate. Dr. Kwalwasser opens new 
vistas which are apgealing. He presents data blat 
should be Irivestigated fartber by efficient class­
ruom teachers. Universal insight into the boy voice 
problem is imperative	 or it will remain a blot upon 
the efficiency of the	 music education department to 
1 
solve its own 11'" oblem. 
Tne problem 8f musical guidance is viewed 
in the following manner b~ Beattie, McConathy and 
!Ilorgan: 
"In the field of music, scientific 
ability and achievement are no less 
important than in other fields. They 
are even more important, perhaps, in 
view of the enormo~~s amount of time 
and money wasted annually in the at­
tempt to train performers where no 
genuine talent exists. If, through the 
use of c~pacity tests, the school can 
determine which children will profit 
from intensive rr~sic study a great 
service will have been rendered. Sound 
advice, based upon something more than 
an opinion, is what parents have a right 
to expect from the school." 2 
1.	 Kwalwasser ,Jacob "Problem of Public School tt.usic" 
Chap. X - P. 129 
2.	 Beattie, McConathy~ I'ibrgan "Music in the Junior High 
School - Chap XVII - P. 220 
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The problem of material is essential in 
vocal music, because, with the larger groups for 
general music study, and the more varied groups 
for class and glee club singing, the school must 
be equipped with a large amount of materials 
adopted to these special conditions. Unison songs 
in the vocal ranges of adolescent pupils and part 
songs and choruses combining two or more voices 
offer a source of rich experience in accompanied 
and unaccompanied singing. Besides being carefully 
chosen for its high musical quality and for its 
suitability to the adolescent voice, the material 
must appeal to the extremely emotional nature of 
the Tt young adult". Music expressive of a great 
variety of moods must t~erefore be available, 
as well as music correlated with other school 
subjects and associated with the students' life 
1 
and interests in and out of school. 
"Public school music is an adolescent 
growth and displays many characteristics 
pecu~ to adolescence. Some attritute 
these manifestations to its youth, for 
it is one of the younger subjects in the 
1. Ibid. P. 84-5 
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in the public school, while others 
hold music's i~naturity as attribut­
able among other things, to the lack 
of prope~ly directed effort and lack 
of understanding of art problems. 
During recent years, a very important 
new movement has been initiated for 
the purpose of counteracting these 
adolescent traits. The new :.:lovement, 
which is likely to elevate music from 
its ,lowly estate, and win for it its 
belated recognition, involves the 
scientific study of music education. 
Applied to music education, it concerns 
itself with the learning process, method, 
analysis of talent, problems of ad­
ministration, standards of accomplish­
ment, etc." 1 
In the solution of many of these problems, 
it is found that teachers in service, who have the 
welfare of their pupils in mind, are aware sympathetica±­
ly of these weaknesses and other minor handicaps which 
need investigating. These junior high school teachers 
are not in danger of initiating research that is likely 
to lead them into blind alleys, a rather common pro­
cedure. 
Only principals and teachers of the junior 
1. Ibid. P. 129 
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RTHIUR Jn~nAN 
ON5ERVATO 
high school can undertake investigations where the 
process of education is actually taking place, where 
conditions are normal, and where all the agencies 
concerned are functioning as they usually do. 
Laboratory research, helpful and indispensable as 
it is, cannot, by its very isolation, carryon 
certain types of investigation nor reach valid can-
elusions. But Professor Ralph Pringle has aided me 
in the belief that there are many junior high school 
principals and teachers whose native ability, training, 
open-mindedness, and professional attitude qualify 
them for intelligent investigations of vital problems 
connected wi th the choosing and organizing of subject 
matter, class-room methods, pupil control, guidance, 
individual and group differences, and personal pro­
blems • 
The aim of the junior high school is to de­
velop and train t·J their highest capacities the physical, 
mental, social, moral and aesthetic powers of the im­
mature, maturing and mature pupils of the seventh, 
eighth and ninth grades. Because of the extreme 
./ 
" Cf 70 
variation among the junior high school pupils as to 
maturity, capacity, aptitude, the aim thus stated 
assumes great importance. It can be realized only 
by an understanding teacher. 
Since the very heart of the junior high 
school is the pupils contained therein, and since the 
junior high school teachers are the controlling factor 
of this vital part, the final conclusion must be, 
whatever the music of the future is to be, the junior 
high school Inusic teachers hold its destiny within 
their hands. 
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TABLE IV 
OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES OF T3IRTEEN-YEAR OLD BOYS IN THE
 
SPHINGFIELD,ILLIN0IS, PUBLIC SCHOOLS - 1
 
, NUMBER , 'NU~BEROCCUPATION 
'CHOOSING , OCCUPATION 'CH~OSING 
.-
, , 
Farmers , 40 'Aviators , 2 
Machinist , 26 ,Managers and Super in- , 
, 26Electricians 'tendents ' 2 
Retail Merchants , 22 'Barbers ' 1 
Locomotive Engineers , 19 'Contractors and Builders t 1 
Bookkeepers , 19 'Railroad Foremen '1 
Lawyers , 17 'Restuarant Owners '1 
Civil Engineers 15 'Mail-Carriers ' 1 
Retail Clerks 12 'Brakemen ' 1 
Carpenters 10 'Linemen ' 1 
Doctors 9 'Tailors ' 1 
Factory Hands 7 'Molders , 1 
Miners 5 'Hostlers ' 1 
Traveling Salesmen 5 'Shoemakers ' 1 
Plumbers 5 'City-Firemen ' 1 
Architects 5 'Sign-Writers ' 1 
Stenographers 5 'Plasterers and Paper- r 
Teamsters 4 'hangers ' 1 
Butchers 4 'Chauffeurs ' 1 
Stationary. Engineers 3 'Bankers r 1 
Office Clerks 3 'Commissi on Merchants '1 
Manufactures 3 'Dairymen ' 1 
Blacksmiths 3 'Undertakers ' 1 
Teachers 3 'Stereotypers ' 1 
Porters 3 'Dentists ' 1 
Bakers 3 'Har'ne s s -},;lake r s ' 1 
sicians 3 'Politicians ' 1 
Train-~ispatchers 2 'Baseball-Players '1 
street-car Conductors 2 'Soldiers ' 1 
Laundry Owners 2 'Waiters , 1 
Patternrnakers 2 n,Vindow-trirrL.'TIera ' 1 
Florists 2 'Learn some trade I 1 
,
Printers 2 
,
Artists 2 
1. Koos, liThe Junior High School" - Chap. II - P. 46 
1 
TABLE V 
OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES OF TFiIR'rEEN-YEAB.-OLD GIRLS IN T 
SPRINGFI~D, ILLINOIS 
PUBLIC SCHOOL - 1 
IOCCUPATION , NUMBER , OCCUPAT'ION NU11BER
,
'CHOOSING 'CHOOSING
, , , 
School' Teachers I 76 'Artists I 2
, ,
 I 
, ,Stenographers 71 'Office Work 2
, , , 
,Music Teachers 26 
, 
l1triters 1 2 
, ,Keep House 23 'Librarians 2
, 
,Dre s smake r s 16 'Traveling Sales! 
,
'women 2 
I INurses 15 
'Telephone 
Bookkeepers I 13 '0perators I I, 
I 
,Retail Clerks 11 '.!..Moving-picture 
'actresses I 1 
Milliners I 11 I 
, Lawyers I 1
,Musicians I 6 
---~- ,
'Elocutionists 1
,Factory Work 6 I 
, 1'Hair-dressers
, ,Servants 4 
,
'Business 1.rVomen 1 
, 
, 
, 
-
1. Koos, "The Junior High School" - Page 46 
11 
iii 
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PERCENTAGE'S OF J1HUOR BIGH SCHOOLS OF VAl"1IOUS TYPES OFFERING 
RE~UlRED AND ELEC'I' IVE WORK IN CERTAIN SPECIFIED FIELDS IN 
GRADE SEVEN 
·~'i~·;l-~**w****-)l-
Type of Juni or 
High School 
General 
FIELD Level of 3-yr 3-3 6-yr 2-yr 2-4 
Practice* Jr J-S Undo Jr J-S 
A.	 A student is re­
quired to take 
work in the field 
of: 
(1 ) English	 T 100 100 98 98 100 
(2 ) Social studies T 98 92 94 98 97 
(3 ) lYla thematic s T
 98 100 92 98 97
 
(4) Science	 T 70­ 57 56 73 74 
(5) Music T
 81 60 65 82 64
 
(6 ) 
(7 ) 
Pbysi cal educa­
tion 
Fine Arts 
T 
T-L 
88 
73 
82 
58 
72 
39 
75 
61 
67 
42 
B. A student may elect 
work in the field of: 
(
 
(1) Music	 T 63 72 59 43 47 
(2 ) English	 Z 4 5 4 7 3 
(3 ) Social studie s Z o 3 4
 2
 o
o
o 
(4) Mathematics Z () 1
 2
2
 
o
 
5
(5) Science	 Z 3 3 
(6 ) Fine Arts Z 12 10- 11 20- 3 
(7 ) Bus 'ness Train­
ing 
(8 ) Home Economics 
(9 ) Agriculture 
(10) Industrial Arts 
z
z
z
z
 
3 3 o 2 o
 
8
o 
7
 6 11­
 8
 
3 2 2 6
 
10
 9
 17- 14-- 6
 
(11) Physica.l train­
ing	 z 8 19- 13 7
 17­
- One group of schools of this type falls below level 
of practice for all size-type groups a~ indicated under General 
Level of Practice. 
- One group of schools of this type exceeds the General 
Level of Practice for all size-type groups as indicated under 
General Level of Practice 
~Seyfert, Warren C. "School Size and School Efficiency" 
Chap III - P. 37 
Iv 
TABLE 7 
PERCENTAGES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS TYPES OFFERING 
REQUIRED AKD ELECTIVE WORK IN CERTAIN SPECIFIED FIELDS I~ 
GRADE EIGHT 
***,,1'*****,*** 
FIELD 
General 
Level of 
Pra.ctice* 
Type 
3-yr 
Jr 
of 
2-4 
J-S 
Junior 
6-yr 
Und. 
High 
2~yr 
Jr 
School 
2-4 
J-S 
A. A student is 
required to 
take work in 
the field of: 
(1) English T 100 100 98 98 100 
(2) Social studies T 96 98 96 96 100 
(3) Mathematics T 98 100 92 98 94 
(4) Science T 84 78 72 77 80 
(5) Music T 70 58- 65 73 61 
(6) nome Economics T 76 64 67 77 70 
(7) Industrial Arts T 74 57 52 68 64­
(8) Physical educa­
tion T 88 83 72 75 70 
(9) Fine Arts T-1 61 47 39 57 42 
(10) Business train­
ing Z-l 18 20 6 5 a 
(11) Foreign Langu­
age Z 15­ 9 6 16­ 8 
(12) Agriculture Z 2­ 4 10 2 8 
B. A student may 
elect work in 
the field of: 
(1) Music T-1 57 72 59 40 47 
(2) Home Economics Z-l 25 20 11 11 11 
(3) Business train­
ing Z-l 27 16 1 18 o 
(4) Physical educa­
tion Z 9 19 10 7 17­
(5) English 
(6) Social Studies 
Z 
Z 
10 
4 
7 
4 
7 
4 
9 
7 
3 
a 
(7) Mathematics Z :3 :3 2 2 :3 
(8) Science Z 7 6 6 9 o 
(9) Agriculture Z :3 3 a 2 6 
1~ Seyfert,Warren C. "School Size and School Efficiency. Cha.p II 
P. 38 
v 
TABLE 8 
PERCENTAGES OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS TYPES OFFERING 
REQUIRED AND ELECTIVE WORK IN CERTAIN SPECIFIED FIELDS IN 
GRADE EIGHT 
********** 
Type of Junior High School 
General 
COURSE Level of 3-yr 3-3 6-yr 2~yr 2-4 
Practice * Jr J-S Und. Jr J-S 
A.	 A student is re­
quired to take 
work in the field 
of: 
(1) English T 99 98 96 100 97
 
'(2) Science T 49 53- 59 4OJ. 58
 
(3)	 Phys·i can
 
Education T 87 82 72 46- 67
 
(4)	 Social
 
Sciences T-l 67 68 46 43 36
 
(5)	 Music .1 46j. 24 20 7 22 
(6)	 Fine Arts I-Z 26 14 9 4 8 
(7)	 Commercia.l 
studies Z 15 1 2 7 3 
(8)	 Agricu~ture Z 2 3 6 0 8 
(9)	 Foreign 
Language Z 8 7 7 10 24j. 
B.	 A student may elect 
work in the field of: 
(1)	 Music T 69 78 80 79 75 
(2)	 Social studies I 38 38 39 50.,£ 53,f. 
(3)	 Science I 48 46 33 57 39 
(4)	 Agriculture I 7f 19 24 32 19 
(5)	 English I 27 19 11 14~ 22 
(6)	 Physical
 
Education I-Z 11 13 18 35
 17 
-One group of schools of this tyoe falls below the general 
level of practice for all size-type Groups as indicated under 
General Level of Practice. 
*One sroup of schools of this type exceeds the General level 
of practice for all size-type groups as indicated under Gener~ 
Level of Practice. 
~Two exceptions to the general level of practice among schools 
of thi s type. 
Seyfert, Warren C. "School Size and School Efficiency" Chap II 
P.	 41 
AVERAGE' SrZE OF PHYSICAL EPUCATION AND f;1USIC CLASSES IN 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF VARIOUS SIZES AND TYPES 
~I-:r*** *** 
40
 
30
 
20
 
10
 
o 
120 130 240 300 360 420 480 540 600
60
 
--
,I 
I -I~I 
I 
I 
, 
! 
! 
I' 
I ,I 
-
I 
, 
" 
3-Yr Junior 
3-3 Junior-Senio 
6-Yr Undivided 
I 2-Yr Junior 
I 2-4 Junior-Seniol 
I 
I I 
~ 
- -
1. Seyfert, Warren C. "School Size and School Efficiency"
 
Chap IV - P. 78
 
vi 
TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF THE ORDER OF IMPORTANCE OR PECULIAR FUNCTIONS 
OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AS DETERMINED BY THE ~VERAGE RANKING 
OF 124 JUDGES AND BY FREQUENCY OF ~ffiNTION IN EDUCATIONAL 
LITERATURE. 1 
PECULIAR FUNCTIONS From From Fre­
Average 
Rank 
quency of 
nlention 
A. Retention of Pupils 
B. Economy of time 
C. Recognition of individual 
differences 
D. Exploration and guidance 
E. Beginnings of vocational 
education 
3 
4 
1 
5 
8 7 
:3 
6 
1 
2 
II. Recognizing the nature 
child at adolescence 
of the 
2 8 
III. Provi'Hng the conditions for 
better teaching 6 4 
IV. Securing better scholarship 9 9 
V. Improving the disciplinary 
situation and socializing 
opportunities 7 -5 
1.	 Adapt!d from Leonard V. Koss's "The Peculiar Function of 
the High School - Their Relative Importance," School 
Review (November, 1920) Vol. XXVII - P. 680 - Table III. 
vii 
viii 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC PROGRAM ENROLLMENT - GRADES 
VII - VIII .. IX ~ 172 PUPILS 
***~~****~~ 
, 
,	 ,PERIODS Monday'	 Tuesday 'Wednesday' Thursday' Friday
, , , ,	 , 
f , I I	 , 
,	 ,1 , Junior , Senior	 'Junior , Senior 
,	 ,
'Orcbes- 'Orches-	 'Orches- , Orchestra
,	 , ,
, tra 'tra	 'tra, ,	 , , - , f 
, ,	 , , , ,2 
_ail-,­, ,	 , , 
, , ,
f
,	 ,3 I 
-, ,	 , , r , 
,	 ,4 , Chorus	 , Chorus I , Chorus
, ,	 , , , , 
,	 , r5 , ,	 r 
t -,	 , , , r 
Lunch , , , , ,	 , 
Period I' , 1 , , 
-
l 
,	 , fI	 1'General6	 , , , ,
'Assembly' 
, , I	 ,'Progrsm ,
,, ,	 , , , , 
1 ,	 , , , ,7 
, ,	 , , , , 
, ,	 , ,8	 1 1 
~, ,	 , , , I 
,Band , Band	 , Band , Band ,Band ,9 
,Ensemol,e, Drill	 , Gr9.~~ , Drill ,~nse.mble , 
t ..•
, 
Beattie, McConathy, Morgan "Music in the Junior High School" 
Chap XVIII - P. 228 
MUSIC PROGRAM - HAVEN INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL 
Beattie, McConathy, Morgan "Music in the Junior.High School"
 
Chap. XVIII - P. 231
 
lx 
TIME SCHEDUL}:; OF3PECIAL ACTIVITn.:S DURING THE SOCIAL-ACTIVITY P~RI YO OR A'f rrEE THill 
THAT BESrr FITS THE GENERAL PLAN OF THE SCHOOL 
MJNDAyr- TTJESnAY t WEI1NESDU • '. THURSDAY '. FRIDAY 1 
~ 
Home Room S;~al Group 'General and Stude~t Soecial Activities Student Club 
, t	 1 ' 1 0Activities Activities Gover~~ent Actlvi-	 Actlvities 
0____ 0	 L •. 0ties 
• . -~ - ~ .--------	 , - ---- i 
1. Class business 1. Meeting of Assembly	 1. School paper 1.Home room 
a.	 Announcernen t , class or , a.School & Glee 12. School report f clubs. 
of weekly student-body club, chorus, 3. Reports from 2.Special 
activities , officers 1 orchestra, and J clubs. No in~er-I school ser- I 
b.	 School bulle- a. Board of con- band ruptions from vice clubs 
tin , trol , b.Lectures I outside the class' a-Library 
c.	 Library books b. Council c.Concerts on this day Assistance 
& Text Books , c. Traffic , d.Orator ical con- , 1 b-Attendance I 
d.	 Special Com- tests assistance 
2.	 Clas sroom ' mi ttee t e .Debates' , c-Art as sis- , 
teacher as meetings f.Plays tance 
counselor' , g.General enter- , I d-Dramatic 
a. Assistance & 2. Library books taimnents	 assistance. 
direction of ,. , h.Pageants 1 , e-Scrap-book I 
class officers3. Attendance i.Special pro- club 
b.	 Class co- • adjustments ' grams I , r-Captains 
operation in j.Carnivals 3.Leadership 
school govern~ , k.DeJart~ent' , and honor 
ment demonstrations societies 
c.	 Establishment' I and exhibits ' • aYScholarship' 
of class & I.School and com- societies 
school s tan- • , muni ty programs ' J b-C i ti zenship I 
dard or con- league 
duct and' , I '4.Parties and' 
courtesy & general 
character I , , I festivities I 
ideals 5.Special 
d.	 Conference on' , , f interest 
pr ogram and clubs 
credits' • , '6.Motion 
e.	 General Pictures 
educational 
guidance 
3. Music 
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